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Special attention will be given to the 
effeot of (a) groups in the ortho position, 
and (b) alkyl groups. It ie hoped that the 
results may throw some further light on the 
peeuliarities of bensene deritutivee with o- 
subetituents, and reeults of a rather 
signifleant nature Imve already been obtained. 
The influence of alkyl groups up<m the reaotiv- 
itiee of aliphatic and aromatic oompoimds will 
also be oonsidez'Sd in the light of results 
relating to the hydrolysis of esters*
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The velocity coefficient of a reaction in solution 
may be written k « m &  “Vht, where E is the energy of 
activation, 3 is the collision frequency as calculated 
for a gaseous system, and "P is the proportion of energised 
oollisions which actually leads to the formation of 
products, She thesis describes a kinetic studyof the 
alkaline hydrolysla of (a) a series «f substituted bonsoio 
esters and (b) a series of aliphatic esters; a similar 
study of the base-catalysed prototropy of a mmher of 
phenyl alkyl ketones liad been carried out for purposes 
of comparicott. The results are analysed in aooordanoe 
with the above equation, and their signifloano© is con
sidered in its relationship to two problems, vie., that'(M̂ UkCMce of
Of the ortho effeot and tîiat of thoAalkyl groups upon 
reactivity.

Previous workers have shown that the introduction 
of substituents into the m- or jg-j>oaition in the aromatic 
nucleus influences reaotioa velocity almost'entirely by 
cttaagiag the energy of activation, the variations in the 
P factor being relatively unimportant, This was elxown, 
for example, in the case of the alkaline hydrolysis of



^-substituted ethyl bemoates (Ingold and Matban, J.O.8., 
1936, 222). In the present work a similar coaatancy of F 
îma been demonstrated for ra-substituted beneoic eaters.
When the substituent ie i n the o-poeltion, however, it 
reduoes the reaction velooity by deoreasing F, this ie 
discuased in oonneotion with other data relating to the 
ortho effeot, and the eonolusion is drawn that the eb^inges 
in F arc due to a "ohelation" process.

In the alkaline hydrolysis of normal aliphatie esters 
from ethyl acetate to ethyl ootoate, the changes in velocity 
are due to variations in the energy of activation, which are 
in imrmcœy with the known order of iïiduotive of foots of 
alkyl groups. Bstors having a branched chain show, in

f-

addition, variations in the P factor, while this factor 
also change© appreciably in passing from the prototropy of 
aoetophenonc to that of propiophenone. Those ohangos In F 
are interpreted in the light of an interaction between 0- 
hydrogea and carbonyl oxygen, already postulated by Kvane 
{J*0,S,, 1936, 785) in interpreting hie results on the aoid- 
oatalyscd prototropy of phenyl alkyl ketones. Feculiaritica 
observed by other workers in the effects of alkyl groups 
upon reaction velocities are considered in the light of the 
new results*
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SECTIOI I.

IHR U31 Qf a M f I G  MSASHBEMBgfS

The study of ohemloul kinotlos offers one of the most 
useful and interesting means of deteraininj the meolmnlams 
underlying the interaotiona of various substances, and as 
Hlnahelwood (Am.Heport», 1927, Ü »  314) writes» "the 
Interpretation In phyelcally intelligible tsMaa of the 
inner aeohanisK of eheraical reactionsforms the "central 
problem" of ohemloal kinetics. The first Important studies 
of wilhelffly (Pogg. Annale», 1850, 8^, 413# 499) on reaction 
velocity, and the enunolstlon of the law of Mas® Action by 
Guldberg and &'aage (Etudes but lea effinltde ohealquee, 
Christiania, 1867) wore soon followed by Arrhenius’ inter
pretation {f-.Physlkul Chem., 1889, £, 226) of the large 
temperature coefficients of ehefflieal reactloms, and the 
récognition of the iaportanoe of the activated state required 
for the completion of a chemical change. In spite of the 
large collection of experimental data on reactions in 
solution, the paucity of our knowledge regarding the liquid 
State has made the study of gaseous reactions most useful
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In. elucidating the meoheaiam of chemical processea* In 
this field a marked advance was made in 1913 by lewic (J*C«S*, 
1913, 113, 471) who extended the Arrhenius conception of 
reaction velocity in the ease of homogeneous biaoleoular 
charges. In more recent years the work of many ohemiata 
iiaa made clear the distinction between homogeneous and 
heterogeneous reactions, wiiilst llndemann (Trans,Faraday 
Soo,, 1922, 11, 598). Hittshelwood (?roo,Roy.Soo., 1926, A,
111. 245 et scq.) and others, in their studies of unimoleeular 
processes, have confirmed the utility and truth of the 
Activation Misery, A clearer picture of the inner meohaniaoa 
of a chemical oîiange has been made possibly by the theories 
and calculations of Polonyi (Atomic Reactions, London, 1932) 
and his co-workers, and the Activation Theory is now recog
nised as completely sstabliehed,

The Biiisplc asoumpticn that in bimoleoular changes, re
action occurs at each collision of reactant molecules, does 
not lead to an explanation of the velocity ooaffloients of 
gaseous bimoleoular reactions, which are smaller by several 
powers of ten than the number of collisions as oalculated 
by application of the kinetic theory* This assumption would 
also lead to similar velocities in all bimoleoular processes 
in the gas phase - a result which is quite contrary to the 
experimental data, for almost any two different bimoleoular 
reactions, e.g,

Hg + Ig • 2HÎ



and 2H1 « Hg + Ig
p o m e m  very different apeeds, whilst in tîie ease of nal- 
molecular changes (which actually proceed with aeosumble 
velocity) reaction should occur instantaneously or not at 
all. Finally, the inereas® of reaction velocity with rise 
in temperature is very smoh larger than the increase la the 
number of collisions, a fact which points clearly to the 
nooesslty for the attainment of an exceptional condition 
before moleorles may react; increase of temperature being 
strongly conducive to the attainment of this state* Since 
during chemical change there is always a titmefer of energy, 
it appears that the exocptloml state which aolaculcs must 
roach before reaction can occur is merely one of high energy 
content.

This was the conclusion of Arrhenius, who showed that 
the variation with temperature of the velocity coefficients 
of a number of réactions could be represented by an equation 
of the form

log k » B - ■! 
where A and B are constants specific to each reaction and f
is the absolute temperature. If the constant A is replaced

B 
E
Bby the Enaction r (H being the gas constant), tlie equation

may be writtens
log k » B - ̂

^  ■ m ....... «
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Equation (I), when compared with the van’t Hoff isochare 
expression (whloh expresses the variation of the equillbrlim 
constant with temperature, and the relationship between the 
heat of reaotioa and the equilibrium constant)

d logg X « Q*—    * "*■*»
dl IT

led Arrhenius to suggest the existence of an equilibrium 
between "normal" and **aotive" molecules of which only the 
latter were capable of reacting» This comparison indicates 
also that if I denotes the energy absorbed in the foamtion 
of on active from a normal molecule (l.c. a molecule with 
energy » ^ iîT), then the change in the equilibrium 

normal molecules -pr-4 active molecules 
is represented by equation (1) in accordance with the princ
iples of thomodyuftasics* E is termed the "energy of activ
ation" and the "critical iacrsmont of energy" and is evalunted 
experimentally from the plot of log Ë against the rcoiprooal
of the absolute temperature# this straight line has slope
E It will be shown (below) that the value of B so obtained 
is too large by the factor Ir̂ f, but usually this correction 
la small compared with the actual value of B, ®«g« 300 . 
oalories in 30,000.

The extension of the Arrhenius concept of activation 
by Lewis (loc.clt.} marked the next notable step in the 
problma of reaction kinetics« Lewis calculated the absolute
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veXooitieB of homogeneous bimoleoular reactions in the gas 
phase by application of the kinetic theory and Arrhenius* 
hypotheeis of activation* Integration of equation (1) 
gives

logg k » ^  + I (constant of integration)
which may be written _g

k « Ae............... . (2)
According to the Maxwell-BoXtsaann principle, the term

"ETe in the expression represents the fraction of the total 
number of molecules (A) whloh possess energy £ in excess 
of the average energy of all the molecules. If is 
assumed to reproaent tlie number of collisions per second 
of the reacting molecules, then k is given by the number 
of oollisions which take place with the energy H. The 
number of oollisions per second for a bimoleoular gas re
action is readily calculated by means of the kinetic theory, 
and thus Lewis obtained the expression

k « 2e    (2a)
whoro 2 » total number of oollisiona of tho reacting 
molecules per second. This factor, 2, is readily calculated 
on the basis of the kinetic theory by the following 
expressions.

(a) When tho reacting species arc identical, e.g. in 
the bimoleoular decomposition of hydrogen iodide in the gas
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Z m /i”, Tre-̂ cn̂  ........ (3)
where ff' w the effective molecular diameter,

c » the root mean sqtmre velocity,
u «* tHie Dwaber of molecules per e c.

(b) v/hen the reacting speolea are unlike, e.g. la 
tVie bltiolecular formation of hydrogen iodide from hydrogen 
and iodine vapour.

.6-1 s-2,̂
& ! % ' (  ? )

1 * 1
Bïïm'(z~ T")

i
(4)1 "‘2

( compare Koelwyn-ilughee, Kinetics of leaotione in ŝolution, 
Oxford, 1933, p.73).

In case (a) the velocity ooefliclent ie given by the 
equation

k « 2/2. e ' ..... (5)
amd from the data recorded by Bodeastein (B.Fhysikal Che»., 
1899, 295) for the thermal deccapositloa of hydrogen
iodide, lewis calculated the value of from the temperature 
ooefficienta of k, and then computed the values of the 
velocity coefficients at various temperatures by subatitut- 
ing in expression (5). The remarkable agreement between 
the c&lculntod velocities and the experimental values was 
sufficient to allow Lewis (loe.oit., p.490} to state tîrnt 
"the rate of a bimoleoular rcaotitm is identical with the 
number of collisions which occur per second between active 
molecules." Further evidence for this view was obtained
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by employing Bodenstein»s results of the rate of union of 
hydrogen and iodine. From equations (2a) and (4) the 
velocity coefficient is given by the expression

, . . ../ L ____ 1 1 “HTm ÏÜÜÏ}(”'̂' 2  Mg) e (6)

in whloh N * Avogedro’s number. Lewis again obtained 
excellent agreement between observed and calculated velocity 
coefficients, Differentiation of equation (6) leads to the 
expression

d logg k E + f-RT
dî "

which indicates the necessity for subtracting iFT from the 
Arrhenius value of E in order to obtain the more correct 
value of the "Critical Increment of EnergySimilar agree
ment lias been observed in several other simple bimoleoular 
gaseous reactlone, and in fact the velocity coefficients of
the majority of such reactions can be calculated by the

- Erequation Z-e ^  with very close approxiaiatloa (of.
Hlnahelwood, Kinetics of Ghemical Oitange in Gaseous Systems, 
Oxford, 1933).

In 1922 Lindemann (loc.clt.) extended the theory of 
activation by collision to unimoleeular reactions on the 
assumption that a time lag ocoura between activation and 
reaction, during which time the energy 1® oostmuaioated to 
the bond or bonde undergoing; breakdown. This view was soon.



amply oonfiraed by the study of several gaseous de compositions, 
e.g. nitrogen pentoxide, acetono and propionic aldehyde, 
by Hinebelwood and his co-workerc (see Kinotice, Chap. V) 
and Eurnsperger (J.A.C.S., 1927, 42, 1495 et s@q.). In 
certain cascB, however, there is little doubt that roactiono 
proceed by a ohEin mechanism (Christiansen and Kramers, g. 
Physikal.Chen., 1923, 104, 451), and In recent years several 
workers have found many examples of such changes (see, e.g. 
Stavely and Hinshelwood, J.C.S., 1937, 1568).

It Is therefore evident tîiat the energy of activation 
is a factor of fundamental Importance in determining the 
speed of a homogeneous gas reaction, sad the striking 
"parallelism between B and the absolute temperature at which 
the reaction attnlna an assigned speed" affords strong 
additional evidence in favour of tMs view (Hinshelwood, 
Kinetics, p.120). For reaotlone which proceed at measur
able rates within temperature ranges suitable for experiment, 
the value of the energy of activation varies between 15,000 
and 60,000 calories. Such an increase in the energy content 
of a molecule is completely in liaraony with the modem views 
of molecular structure, cincc the molecule may possess vary
ing amounts of electronic, vibrational, rotational and trans
lational energy, and any one or more of these types of energy 
may be Increased far above the value obtaining in a normal 
molecule.
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The Energy Change» in a Simule Réaction between Two Molecules.
Polmnyi (Atomic Scnotion®, London, 1332» Cijap. 1) has 

described In a Birpl© foi-m the possible energy changes which 
a molecule undergoes on dissociation,

A polyatomic molecule possesses mlnimim potential energy 
when the atoms are at certain "equilibrium" distances apart. 
Owing to the internal vlbrationB, the distancée sometimes 
decrease below, and incrsase beyond,thoir equilibriim values, 
and at the same time the potential aiiergy of the system 
varies* To consider the glmpleat case, taka a diatoialo 
Molecule. If, starting from the equilibrium distances 
apart, the atoms approach eacîs other, they meet an opposing 
force which Inereasos rapidly and rceista compression, caus
ing a rise in the energy of the molecules; on the other hand, 
if the atoms move away from each other, work ie done against 
the forces of attraction (electrostatic and exoliaiige) and 
again the energy rises, firat rapidly and then more slowly.
ÂB the distance apart increases so also the forces of 
attraction decrease to a limiting value at which dissociation 
of the molecule occurs. '“'igure (1 ) illustrates clearly these 
variatione in energy content of the molecule, o I'spresents 
the equilibrium state and the height d corresponda to the 
energy of complete dissociation of the iaolecula. The break
down of 8 chemical link, as vlaualloed abovt, is termed an 
"adiabatic" process, beoause it is assumed that no eleoyronic



Fià.l.
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energy is given to or taken from the system.
Sufficient energy to cause dissociation may in certain 

oases he communicated to the molecule by the absorption of 
a light quantum. Thus the disBooiation of hydrogen iodide 
involves the absorption of about 70,000 calories per gram- 
aoleoule (see Hinshelwood, op,cit., p.l34). fhe marked 
oontrasv between this value and the energy of activation 
for the thermal decomposition of hydrogen iodide, which la 
about 44,000 oalories. Indicates that chemical reactions do 
not primarily involve the complete dissociation of the 
moleoul®, and a different meohaaism met be postulated.

Polanyi {J.O.S,, 1937» 629) has recently given a very 
clear picture of the possible Bsohanlsa of certain simple 
reactions. He considers the change

3^2
as an illustrative example and représenta tho two ozone 
molecules, as in figure {2a), with a gap between the two 
moleeulea, fhe change 2O3 — > involves the stretching 
of two bonds of each ozone molecule to give a "halfway" or 
transition state (2b) in which the distinetion between gap 
and bond is lost, and then the further lengthening of the 
"bonds" holding the oxygen atoms to the ozone molooules 
results in dissociation and formation of three oxygen 
molecules separated from one another by two gaps (2o). The
stretching of the bonds requires an expenditure of work



(a “A
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(Increase in potential energy), and hence in passing from 
(a) to (to) the potential energy of the whole aystaa inoreaeesi 
the transition state Is therefore asaooiated with high 
energy content and represents the active condition of the 
Arrhenius concept of activation. Farther lengthening (b) 
to (o) eauses a dcoroaee energy because in this change 
the syotea is approaching the state of tlire© stable oxygen 
molecules (with normal energy). Theoe variations of energy 
are represented in the graph, fig.(3) where the potential 
energy is plotted against a function of the intormoleoular 
distance», The minima at R and F represent the normal 
(unexcited) states of the reactants (2O3) and products (30g) 
respectively, while the maximum at ï denotes the energy at 
the transition state. Tho height of f above h represents 
the energy of activation in the "energy barrier" for the 
reaction 2O3 — > 30g.

Byring and lolaayi (l.Hiysifc&l.Chem., 1931, 1̂ , 279) . 
have given a similar picture of the moclmnism of e simple 
substitution of tho type

Z + Xf — >’ ZÏ + T 
In those cases where it Is leca easy to visualise the form
ation of a definite complex, SI5f, as an intermediate, tho 
modern view of the mooh&nism, first given by london (Z, 
Elootroehem., 1929, 552) is tliat tho approach of " takes
place siamltaneously with removal of Y, and along the line 
of centres represented below.
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3 epproaohea % X Y Y raoadasW# ",'W •** **#* #* ##" "4# #** #%

î /—  b —> t <—  e. — ■> !
By plotting linos of ©qiml energy for differtmt values of 
Internuolear diatanec-n %X end fY, By-riïig obtfd-ned a contour 
diagram of the type shoAvn in Fig,(4).

The dotted lines ai'o energy contours, tho heights of 
which increase in three directions from the minimaqjb. H and 
P and rise to an energy pass at T, ‘fhea 2 is at infinite 
distance from XI the Intornuelear distance, XY, is nonml 
and equal to a and the energy of the syste-* lo at a minimum,, 
Aa 2 approaches the distance XY Incrseses and the energy of 
the system rises up the valley IT to the pass at T, where 
the system is in the transition stats. Hers the relations 
of Z and Y to I ere Identical, and the-transition complex 
can either return along the path TB> when i will recede and 
Y will return to its original state, or Y ray recede further 
away from I, when the energy of the. system will descend the 
valley TP, and 2 will approach to the equilibrium distance 
from X in the compound 2X, as repi'esentcd by the distance b. 
Here the energy of the system (products) lies at a ainintaa 
in the bottom of tho valley at P. Tho height of the pass 
at T abwQ that minimum at E represents the energy of activ
ation for the reaction, Thaos two Illustrations give a 
simple and very helpful picture of the inner :aeohtmiam under
lying chemical reactions, more eapeoially those which proceed



a «\ -
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Baocordlng to the $impie eqtmtlon, k « 2e

Regotions in Holntion.
Tho appîloatlon oî the iirrhenlus oonospt of aotivation 

has proved of reissrkebîe utility in eluoidatteg the nature 
of reaction aeehanisns in the ifeaeous phase, but owing to 
our lack of knowledge regarding the conditions obtaining in 
the liquid state, such simple application in this field la 
îsardly to be expected. It is indeed Burprising that any 
sirdlarlty is found between reactions in the gaseous and 
liquid phases, WheroaB in the former the reacting moleoule# 
are usually the only types of matter concerned, in solution 
several factors may work together to make the progress of 
the reaction more complicated. It io well icnown from the 
expsriments of Sonschntkin (Z.Fhysikal.Ghem., 1890, 41)
timt the solvent has a very rsarked influence upon the velo
city of a reaction (for example, the rate of interaction of 
ethyl iodide and trimethylamine is almost & thousand times 
as fast in bensyl alcohol as in hexane) and no satisfeetory 
explanation of this solvent effect ban yet bsen put formrd. 
Wo arc aleo at a loss regarding the applioability of the 
kinetic theory for calculating the number of collisiona 
between molecule@ in solution, whilst further difficulties 
may grigs owing to energy transfers between solute and solv
ent, polar effecta of the solvent and solvation phenomena, 
in addition to other oeuses.



u .

It tiaa bean the oxistoa in reoant y&&Ta, hTsever» to 
Kake a ooîaparîaon of the reaction rolocitioa in solution 
with either those of the eano réaction in the gas phase or 
with those calmilated on the basis of the e^aation

_ 1 .
k a Z©

In the esse of unimolectilar réactions, several examples are 
known which take place with eqnal velocity in the gaaeoas 
and liq.uld pliaaes* fhe uniatolecular decomposition of 
nitrogen pentoacide in chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, 
nitromethaae and certain other solvents proceeds with the 
sain© speed as in the gaseous phase, bat in nitric acid or 
propylene dichloride the energy of activation Is Ktocreased, 
causing ti marked reduction In velocity (Lueok, J.A.C.S,,
1922, 44, 757Î lyrlng and Daniels, ibid, 1930, ^2, 1473),
The change of d-pln©ne to dipentene also proceeds at about 
the same rate in aolution, in the liquid and in the gaseous 
state (Smith, J.A.C.S,, 1927, ü ,  43), whilst the rate of 
racmaisatloa of 2:2 *-dimmino-GlG'-dimethyldlphenyl is the 
same la the gas state as la solution in diphenyl ether 
{Kiffitiakowsky and Smith, J.A.C.S*, 1936» 58, 1042; of. Aim.
Repoi'ts, 1936, jLl* 94).

It has been pointed out by Hlashalwood (Kinetics of 
Chemical CWnge in Gaseous Systems, Oxford, 1933» p.233) 
that for uniaolooular reactions tho results taply that "large 
solvent influence is exceptional." It may be possible.
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however, that if a wider range of solvants were employed
we might obtain further divergences from the "normal"
bei^viour* One instance has been quoted and another is
indicated by the results of Moelwyn-Hughes and Hinshelwood
(Proo.Koy.Soc., 1931, A, 111, 186) who showed that the
decomposition of trinitrobenaoic aoid takes place at very
different rates in water, acetophenone, toluene and aniaole*

Â similar state of affairs is also found in the case
of bimolooular reactions, Mo©lwyn~Hnghes (loo,cit.) iias
made a oomprdmnaive sutvey of the literature, describing
181 biiaoleeular reactions in aolution, and finds that more
than 40# of these proceed with filmost normal velocity, l«e.
the velocity calculated on the assumption that % in the

-  -exprsesion, k « ,ie is given by eqimtlcnc (3) or (4)
page 6, Of the rmninder, some have velocities higher and 
others lower than normal, but on the whole the greatest 
probability is for % to be about H*8 x 10^^» the value 
approximately required for normal velocity, Tho decom
position of chlorine monoxide (Eyring ana Baniels, loo,cit., 
With, ibid, 1927» 43j Moelwyn-Hughee and Hinshelwood,
loc.cit., p.l77j has the same rats and energy of activation.
In the gas phase as in certain solvents, whilst the 
bimoiscular addition of aoraidehyde to oyolopentadiens (dieno 
syntaaeis) studied recently by Waaseraaim (J.C.IS,, 1936,
1028) also proceeds with almost the same rate and activation 
energy in the gas phase as la solution. Of these two rsactiwui
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the former is Important since it has "normal" velocity, 
and hence suggests timt the collision frequency in solution 
is the same as in the gaseous state, whilst the latter is 
a "slow" reaction, having a dpeed about 10® tijaes slower 
than normal, Hinshelwood and Winkler {J,C,S., 1936, 371), 
in a statistical survey of the data, summarised the position 
obtaining for bimoleeular réactions in solution and showed

Bthat the value of the velocity coefficient can vary in
•  — — —different reactions between the limits 2e ^  and 1 0 hx.

It is now generally accepted that the collision frequenoies 
between solvent moleoulee in dilute solution acre approxim
ately equal to those in the gas phase at the same oonoentr- 
ntion (of, Bowen, Ann.Esports, 1934, 51), and it is
thorefore convenient to express the velocity cosffiolent of 
a reaction in solution by the equation

“Itk w n a

in which % is the collision number and B is a factor independ
ent of temperature which may have any value between the 
limits '111 Jill I.-ww. unity and lo"^* fhtf factor B is a measure-s.
of the probability that collisions with energy B shall 
result in reaction, and hence is often termed the "probabil
ity factor," The nature of this factor will now be con
sidered.

In most organic bimolecular reactions in solution, 
■Wiriation of the substituents in the reacting molecules causes
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marked changea in the velocity coefficients (of, Ann.Beporta, 
1933» 30t 42). Since the term Z varies very little from 
one similarly constituted compound to another it was not 
unreasonable to expect that these changes in k might be due 
to alteration ia either B or P or in both. Actually in the 
few accurate studies of reactions of similarly constituted 
compounds the surprising fact baa emerged that in the main 
the variation in velocity in passing from member to member 
of a series is due to the change in B» whilet the P factor 
remains almost constant, Shus Bradfield and B, Jones (J*0,S,» 
1928, 1106, 3073# 1931» 2903), Bradfield, W* 0, J<mea and 
Spencer (ibid, 1931» 2907) a M  Bradfield (Ohe®, à lad*,
1932, Jl, 254} showed that the ehlorinatioa of phenolio 
ethers, p *• EOCgS^l and ^ * alkyl

Xand 1 » 01, Br^ COOB or BOg* the P factor remains almost 
constant throughout the series and the changes in k are 
almost wholly accounted for by changes in 1« Later, Williams 
and Hinshelwood (J,C,S,, 1934, 1079) demonstrated that a 
similar constancy of F obtained ia the reaction between m- 
or ̂ substituted anilines and benaoyl chlorides in benaeae 
solution* These results were significant in view of the fact 
that the value of the F term was so small (about 10 ), Again,
the studies of Ingold and Sathan (J*0.S«, 1936, 222) on the 
alkaline hydrolysis of p-substituted ethyl beneoates showed 
clearly that the probability factor was remarkably constant
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for t M.8 series, although the velocity ooeffleiente of the 
slowest and fastest reactions are in the ratio 1*5000.

The variations in velocity in the above series of re
actions, which are due almost entirely to the changes in 
the activation energy, arise from the polar effects of the 
Bubatitueats, the benaea® nucleus acting as a ready means 
of transmitting the oleotronio displacements set up by the 
groups la the m- dr jg-positlons in the ring» It is noteworthy 
that in each of the examples cited, the “induced polar effects 
of the substituents may be assumed to be isolated from local 
disturbances” (of. I%%old and iathsn, loc.cit*) and as & 
result any "eterio" influences are avoided. If, on the 
other band, the substituent gxcupe are so placed (e.g* in 
the ortho position in the aromatic ring) that their bulk or 
Bterio effects might come into aoti(m, we should then not 
expect to have constancy of P, In certain instances, however, 
even when the substituent is relatively near the seat of 
reaction, the changes in k are due mainly to variations in 
B. Hinshelwood and Legard*» study (J.O.S., 1935# 587) of 
the estérification of six different acids (acetic, bensoio, 
o-nitrobensoio, diphenylacetio, 2t4t6-trimethylbsnsoic and 
triohloracotlo) in four alcohols (methyl, bcnayl, Isopropyl, 
tert-butyl) and Winkler and Hinshelwood*a experiments (Ibid, 
1935, 1147) on the reaction between alkyl halides and tertiary 
bases showed tWt the différences in speed are due mainly 
to changes in activation energy, but certain variations in
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k were ascribed to the appraeiable change in the prob
ability factor F. In the acid catalysed brasinetiw of 
m- and j^substituted aoetophenones (Beans, Morgan and 
Watson, ibid, 1935, 1167) «mall variations ia F were 
obeereed for different subetltuents (P changes by a 
factor, 2), whilst Evans (J.C.S,, 1936, 785) has demons
trated that in the aoid-oatalysed prototroRy of phei^l 
alkyl ketones the P factor rises by a power of ten in 
passing from acetophcnone to prcpiophencne, and that 
further substitution In the n-alkyl chain causes a «sail 
but regular decrease in P, The results described in the 
later sections of this theeis also afford examples where 
the non-exponential factor changes on introducing a sub- 
atitaeat near the scat of reaction.

A survey of the results of accurate kinetic investig
ations therefore leads to the conclusion that when the 
reacting substances are similarly constituted» ccnapounds, 
in which the variable group is separated from the point 
of reaction by a conducting system (e.g, the bensene 
nucleus), the induced polar effects of the substituent 
will cause an alteration in the activation energy with 
little or no alteration in P. However, if the substituent 
is situated near the seat of reaction, changes in k are 
caused by variation in both B and P, of which the latter 
may be considerable. In connection with the former con
clusion, it should be pointed out that it may be possible
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for F to be altered by the polar effect of » group, 
especially if the reaction takes place in more than one 
stage, as, for example, the acid-catalyccd prototropy of 
nuclear substituted acetophenones studied by ©fans, Morgan 
and Satson (loc.cit.). The changes in f recorded by these 
workers are small, but large variations cannot be expected 
in this reaction.

During the last three years the work of Hinshelwood 
and hie coUaboratoro on the nature of the P factor of the 
kinetic equation has led to come interesting and illuminating 
postdates. In conjunction with Winkler ( loo.cit. ) a number 
of effects were conceived which might reduce the probability 
factor below unity, and come which might tend to make P 
larger. In the reaction

A + B a products, 
oceurrâï® in solution, the P factor of the equation k »

• IwFZe may be reduced for one or more of the following 
reasonst-

(a) The molecules may not collide with the correct 
orientations (reactive centres must come into contact in 
order to obtain reaction).

(b) The bond to be broken may not be sufficiently 
weakened (stretched) to allow of rupture after impact.

(c) If there are large substituent atoms or groups 
of atoms about the seat of reaction ia the m>leoul« A, the 
reactive centre of molecule B may not be able to collide
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with that of A unless fcha ■ hlndorlng groups during their 
osolllations are widely separated.

(d) Even when the molecules A and B have collided and 
formed the transition oomplex, the intervention of the solvent 
molecules may be naoaoeary (e.g. to remove energy from the 
complex) in order to complete the reaction* In extension of 
this factor Watson (Modem Theories of Organic Ohealstry* 
Oxford. 1937» p*161| of. Evans. Morgan and Batson, loc.cit.) 
has pointed out timt in a oatlaysed reaction such as estér
ification or hydrolysis the probability of transformation of 
the activated complex (formed between A and the catalyst) to 
products is influenced by the presence or absence of molecule 
B in suitable orientation. BA + catalyst »— » A.catalyst   ̂ products

On the other hand the unfavourable effect of these fact
ors will be reduced by the opemtion of some or all of the 
followingi-

(e) Simplicity of the reacting molecule® will lead to 
more collisions with suitable orientation.

(f) Increase in the time during which the molecules A 
and B are together in the transition complex will favour the 
transmission of energy to the vulnerable bond. In the extreme 
case it is possible to lutve a definite addition oomplex be
tween the reactants, which later breaks down to the products.

(g) Ionic charges on the reacting molecules tend to
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increase P# It is s» experimental fact, pointed out by
Grant and Hinahelwood (J.O.B., 1933, 258) that reacticaas
in solution which involve an ion usually proceed with almost
normal velocity {P » unity).

(h) If any specifio energy transfers are ooacemed+ —within the molecules (e.g. 0 * 0  — > 0 - 0) they will tend 
to behave as clmplefstructures#

According to Hinshelwood, these faetors are sufficient 
to account in an omplrloal manner for the variation of P 
between unity and 10*® in reactions of the type quoted.

The Effects qf Substituents upon Reaction Velocities inSolutimI
In oomilderlag the influence of various substituents 

upon the velooity of a given reaction in solution, it is 
important to determine whether the change in k is caused by 
variation in I or in f or in bo#i* For siaplieity of treat
ment attention may first be directed to those oases where 
the factor P is known to remain almost constant throughout 
a given series, even though the velocity coefficient varies 
over a considerable range. The three reactions for which 
this ha® been shown to bo tho case have bean mentiotiod 
previously (page H  ), Since F and 2 are constant the
equation k * F2e readily gives the following relation-

.  1 _________ship between log k and E; log k # constant 2,303 BT* 
Therefore, on plotting the values of log k for temperature
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T agaiï3»t those of S, the points should lie on a straight 
line of slope «2.303 HT* The figures (5) and (6) below 
lllufltmte the extent of agreement obtained in the first 
two eases cited, and the third example is illustrated ia 
tig.(7), Section II, p.SU* In the graphs the thick line 
has the slope 2,303 HT and it is seen that in Fig.(5) the 
points lie approximately on this line, whilst in the other 
two graphs the linearity is extraordinarily good for the m- 
ond jg-substituents. The order of magnitude of the P factor 
in each case is as follows* lO"*̂  for the chlorination of 
phenolic ethers, 10“^ for the benaoylstlon of anilines and 
10*'® for the alkali»® hydrolysis of the m« and jg-Bubstltuted 
bensoio esters. That the polar effect of the substituent as 
transmitted through the aromatic nucleus from the m- and jg- 
poaitions is sufficient to produce the marked changes in 
aotivation energy, io clearly shown by the relationships 
between E and the dipole moments of corresponding substituted 
bensencs which have recently been recorded (Watson, op.cit., 
p.l69}« The equations connecting E and /- have the form

1 * Bg % 0(/v -
and it now appears quit© likely that, when not affected by 
local disturbanoes in apace, the change in the energy of 
activation of a rcaoticm determines the variation ia velocity 
from one member to another of a series of similarly constituted 
oompounda taking part in the same reaction under identical
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oondititm». The ▼arlation in actiration-enersy is oaused 
by the change in the availability of electro»» at the seat 
of reaction, and as long ae this availability la not infln- 
snoed by aterie effects the P factor remains constant throagh- 
out the aeries.

In 1935 Winkler and Hinshelwood (J.C.S., 1935» 1147) 
showed that in the reaction between alkyl halides and tertiary 
nitrogen bases in bensene solution there existed certain 
regularities in the ohanges in P (between the limits 10*^ 
and 10"®) produced by altering one or other of the reaction 
speoiea* 5Siu8 the P factor was constant for the rates of 
interaction of HMej with (a) methyl iodide and (b) ethyl 
iodide, but was muoh smaller for a«propyl iodide. The 
reaction between pyridine and methyl, ethyl and isopropyl 
iodides also possessed the same value of P but that for n- 
propyl iodide was considerably less. The change in the rate 
of reaction between pyridine and (a) an alkyl wbromide and
(b) the corresponding alkyl iodide was also found to be due 
almost entirely .to the variation of P rather timn of E. 
these alterations of tho probability factor must have some 
explanation, and Hinshelwood suggaeted that the low P factor 
aosooiatsd with the n-propyl radicle is probably due to the 
sterio affect of the long chain. It seems quits evident that 
if regular variations in the $ factor are found in a reaction 
on changing the substituents, then oonclusions can safely be
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drawn regarding the ^mrtioular effeote of these groups*
It has been pointed out by Ingold and Wathan (of.

Ht^hes, Ingold and Shapiro, J.C.S*, 1937» 1277) that, owing 
to the dlffioultjr of obtaining aocurate values of the para
meters of the Arrhenius equation, small differences la the 
values of S and I have little slgalfioaaoe» Certain ,re- 
aotions are known where there is appreciable ehange in both 
S and P with temperature, e.g* in the dealdollaatlon of 
diaoetone alcohol studied by La Msr and Miller (J*A«C«S., 
1935, 51» 2674), whilst in others the small temporaturs 
variation of these factors eometlmes lies within the limits 
of experimental error. Those latter variations in the values 
of 1 and P have not yielded to theoretieal interpretation, 
and it ia possible “that large variations may be due to some 
eîiang© in reaction aechanlfiBa“ (Watscm, op.oit., p,166).
Ingold and hie oo-^rkers have also implied that when, for 
different members of a series of similarly constituted oora- 
pounds undergoing the same reaction, tho difforenees in P 
and K are reasonably large, they are of reel value in 
elucidating the reaction meohanlsm.

A case where the striking alteration of the factors P 
end 2 occurred was observed by Evans (loc.cit*) in the aeid-
oatalysed brooination of phenyl alkyl ketones R.OHg.CoPh.
In passing from acetophenone to propiophenone the energy of 
aotivati<m increased from 20,000 to 22,000 calories and the
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P f motor InoreaBod by a power of 10, whilst further sub
stitution of n-alkyl groups H in the aide-ohain caused a 
small but regular deerease in both B and f. fhe large 
changes referred to wore not capable of interpretation on 
the basis of the polar effect of the alkyl substituent, end 
an intezmctioa between the carbonyl oxygen and the p-oarbcm 
atom through the medium of a hydrogen bond was postulated 
(see Section III),

This suggestion gave a ready explanation of the ohangea 
in both the energy of activation and the probability factor# 
The work described In the following sections has thrmm 
further light on this particular problem, and it has become 
apparent tliat the hydrogen bond is formed during the approach 
of the oatalyst to the ketone molecule (see Section II), 
whilst the change o — > c - Ô occurs. This is in harmony
with the absence of a hydrogen bond in the phenyl alkyl 
ketones in the free state*

The influence of the p-raethyl or methylene group in the 
above reaction falls under the type wiilch Ingold terms a 
"local disturbance“ and a similar type of effect was anticip
ated in reactions involving bensene derivatives containing 
ortho-substituents. Reaction velooity experiments on sub- 
stanoes containing a local disturbing group have formed the 
subject of the author’s investigations. The results have 
been analysed by application of the kinetic equation k «
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P2o~ and the variations of 2 and of E have been capable 
of interpretation on the basis of the polar affects of 
subotltuenta and of bond formation between the seat of 
reaction and a suitably placed substituent.
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SECflOHT I I

THE ALIALXBK HTDHOLYSIS 0 2  

OETH O-SIÎBSfIfïïTIl) B M 2Q I0  ESTERS

(a) gaouliarlties of ortho-Substltuted Ajn>E»tlc Oompounds.
Boring the peat sixty or seventy years it has freqoently 

been obeeived that benzene derivatives having groupa in 
ortho positions with respeot to eaoh other showed anomalous 
behaviour as compared with their iscmerio compounds, where 
tho groupa occupy meta or pars pooitions. fhe unusual 
nature of such compound® is often exhibited by & peculiar 
lack of reactivity, while many ortho-aubatituted acids are 
exceptionally strong and bases exceptionally weak. A 
number of typical observations relating to ortho and di- 
ortho-aubetItuted compounds are summarised.below,

(a) AS early as 1872 Hofmann found that the addition 
of methyl iodide to oortain dialkylanilines having àlkyl 
groups in both ortho-oositione proceeded either extremely 
slowly or not at all (Ber,, 1872, 1, 713, 718f 1875, 8, 61). 
Later, Fischer and windaus (1er., 1900, 2X» 345, 1967) 
observed that of the ai* xylidenes only the 2* 6-compound 
gave no quaternary salt, and a similar remark applied to the 
bromotoluidlnes and bromoxylidenee. An analogous observation,
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made by Decker (Ber,, 1905, 1144) was tîmt of the wire-
aotiyity of o- and œ-substituted qolnolinee with alkyl 
iodides t the second nuoleua here behaves as an ortho- 
Bttbstituent*” The alkylation of amines is also retarded 
by one ortho-enbetltuent (ïhosao, l.C.S,, 1913» 103, 594).

(b) The formation of oxiraes and phenylhydrezonoB by 
quinonee and aromatic ketones is retarded by ortbo-subatltu- 
ento (Kehrmann, Ber,, 1880, 3315, and later, Kantasoh, 
ibid, 1090 , 2i, 27731 V.Meyer, 1895, # ,  3207# 1896, 2g,
836, 2554)# ortho-aubatituted phenylhydraainea do not react 
with benaaldehyde, and benaylldene-anllines are not formed 
by 8-tribroao and a-trinitro-enilines (Bantssoh, loc.eit.)•

(c) In 1M3 the stability of dl-ortho-subatituted 
benisonitrileB towards hydrolysing agent® was observed by 
Mere and feith (Bar., 1883, 16, 2886, 2092) and by Hofmann 
(ibid, 1884, 1915), and Claus (Aanalen, 1891, 26&, 378#
266. 2257 1892, 269, 212 et seq,), in a fuller examination 
of the subject, found that hydrolysis is rendered difficult 
by an alkyl group, halogen, and aitro group, in o-poBltiona, 
and still more by two* Similar remarka apply to o-substituted 
bensamidee (Jaoobsen, Ber., 1GK*9, £2, 1219# Claus, Annalea, 
1891, 265» 364). Moreover, similar retardation of the form
ation of imlno-cthero from ortho-substituted bcnaonitriles 
was noted by Pinner (Ber., 1890, 2̂ , 2917)# a-naphthoaitriles 
refused to give imiao-ethars, while with p-naphtho-nitriles
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the reaction was normal. A single o-suhetituent inhibits 
the estérification of bensonitrilcs by alcohol and hydro
chloric acid (Pfeiffer et al., Aanalen, 1928, 467. 158).

The earlier observations wore all independent, end the 
first attempt at a syoteraatie study of the effoot of o- 
substituents was due to Victor Meyer, Sudborough and their 
oo-workerc, who carried out a series of Imreotigations on 
the progress of certain typical reactions involving bensene 
derivatives containing substituents in one or both ortho- 
positions. It was found that di-ortho substituted bensoio 
acids were not perceptibly eatcrified when their alcoholic 
solutions were saturated with hydrogen chloride and allowed 
to remin at 0® for twelve hours or boiled with 3?» hydro- 
ohlorio acid for three hours. Under those eonditioas the 
groups CHj, OH, F, 01, Br, I and MOg all prevented the form
ation of ester. If hydrogen chloride was passed through a 
boiling alooholio solution of the acid for sevez%l hours, 
the snmller groups (013, OS, F) permitted the formation of 
some ester, but the larger groups (IO2, 01, Br, 3) still 
inhibited the reaction oompletely (see loyer and Sudborough, 
Ber., 1894, 2%, 510, 1580, 3146# 1895, 1254, 2773,
3197# 1896, 830, 1397# van Loon and Meyer, Bor., 1896,
52» 839).

Tho unusual stability of the esters of these di-ortho- 
substitutod acids tomtrds hydrolysis was alao olearly
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demonstrated, and on oxamlnation of the esterifioatlon and 
hydrolyois proeeosos in tho oaae of «ono-ortho-aubetitutod 
acids and esters showed that the presence of one ortho- 
substituent also retarded the reaction (Goldschmidt, Ber*, 
1895, 28, 3224# Eollas, Eoit.Phys.Chea., 1897, 2±, 221). 
Kindler (Annalen, 1928, 464. 278) has more recently obtained 
similar results. In, addition, the inactivity of mono and 
dl-ortho substituted acid chlorides, aaidea and nitriles 
under the influence of hydrolysing agents, was dealt with 
in detail by Meyer, Sudborough, and their collaborators 
(Ber., 1894, H ,  3153# J.C.S,, 1894, 1030# 1895, 6%,
587, 601# 1897, II, 229), The results of all these
investigations (see summary by Sudborough and Lloyd, J.C.S,, 
1899, 2â» 580) led to the general conclusion that groups 
in the ortho-aopition are capable of exerting a peeuliar 
influence on a compound, in addition to their usual polar 
effects which operate also from the and jt-positions,

This conclue ion is empWsieed by the fact that the 
dissociation oonstants of ̂ -substituted bensoio acids are 
higher than those of corresponding »- and ^Hieidc. This 
is illustrated by a table of recent and accurate relative 
values for the dissociation constants of a number of sub
stituted benzoic acids (referred to benzoic acid as unity) 
given by Dippy and lewis (J.C.S., 1937, 1427) and reproduced 
below (lO^f for benzoic acid » 6*27)*-
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S. a £
CII3 1.97 .867 .676
OH 15.9 1.26 .440
OCH3 1.29 1.30 .538
OC6ÎÏ5 4.74 1.79 .478
F 8.63 2.18 1.15
Cl 18.2 2.36 1.68
Br 22.3 2.46 1.71
I 21.9 2.25 «W*Mr

HOg 107? 5.19 6.00

The presence of a aeoond ̂ -stthstituent leads to a further 
Increase in tlie dissociâtion constant, as in 2 *6-dihydroxy- 
benzoic acid {10% » 5,0» Ostwald, Z.Physiiml. Cham., 1899,
X* 249)» the 2iS-diaitro-»cid (10%  » 8.15, Sirks, liee.Trav. 
Chim., 1908, 22, 221), and 3-altro-o-tolulc acid (10%  » 
1.335, Dippy and Page, J.C.S., 1938, 359). Groups to the 
o-positlon decrease the strength of anilines# Farmer and 
Worth (J.C.S., 1904, §2* 1726), for example, find the follow
ing values of

aniline, 5.3 x 10**̂ ®
2-toluidtoe 11.3 x 10“^° ^-nitro-anllia® 1.24 x 10"^^
o-toluidtoe .73 x 10"^® o-nitro-anlltoe 5.6 % lO"̂ '̂
Groups to the o-positioa also toerease the stability of benz* 
aldehyde-oyaaohydrtoa (Lapworth and Manske, J.C.S,, 1928, 
2533).
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There are cu»logies among aliphatie ooopouads. Thus, 
allooinnaolo aold (the olo-laoaerlde) io eonsidorably 
stronger than ordinary (trana) cinnaaio (10%  =» 13*2 and 
3*65 respeotirelyDippy et al,, J.C.S., 1937* 1000) and the 
substituted acrylic aoide having the ois-configuratlon are 
esterified muoh more slowly than their trana-isomerides.
Again, the order of velocities

OH3GOOB >  CH2Ï.COGB >  CHig.COOR )* OI3.OOOR 
holds for the estérification of fll series of aliphatlo 
solde, independent of the nature of X (Lloyd and sudborough, 
1899, Z&* 467).

(b) The Concept of Sterio atodrsnce.
The lack of reactivity of many o-eubatltutod compounds 

was ascribed by Meyer to sterio hindrance, arising from the 
proximity of the group:, in the o-position to the reacting 
group. This view was justified by two main observations:-

(a) ffiie ortho-effoot is not observed if tho reacting 
group io separated from the nucleus by at least one carbon

■*v

atom. Thus, aeoityl&oetic aold is esterified at the normal 
speed (Moyer and Sudborough, Ber., 1894, g%, 1580) and the 
same remark applied to dl-ortho-subotltuted p-phonyl-propionlo 
aoids (Meyer, ibid, 1895. 28, 1254). Eindler observed that 
there is no ortho-cffeot in the alkaline îiydrolysia of o- 
substituted olnnsmio esters (loc.olt.), and the recant dis
sociation constants obtained for o-substituted phonylacetlo,
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p-phenylpropionlo and oinnasiic aoids by Dippy, Lewie and 
Page (J.C.S., 1937, 1426# 1938, 357) indioato the sbeeaoe
of any factor whioh would make the acids abnormally strong.

(b) The prtbo-effeot appears to depend not upon the 
ohemioal nature of the group, but rather upon its size, as 
measured, according to Meyer, by tho sum of the weight® of 
the atoms. Thus, fluorine did not lead to any ortho-effect 
oomparable with those given by the other halogens.

ïlüraoheiffi (J.C.S., 1909, Xlf 725) showed how the high 
oonduotivitiee of o-substituted acids could be explained on 
the basis of sterio hindrance# according to his view, as 
expreseed in terms of modern views on ionisation, the undis- 
soeiated acid is in continual contact with water molecules,
80 that in the equilibrium

H.GOOH + HgO ç:* H.CO0 +
Sterio hindrance will exereiee ® retarding effect on the 
association of ions, but will not appreciably influence the 
ionisation.

A phenomenon which has been observed recently by Turner, 
Mills and Adame, and which is interpreted on the basis of 
sterio hindrance (see Summary by Adams and Yuan, Chera.Eeviews, 
1933, 12, 261) is the optical activity of o-oubstltuted 
diphenyls and certain naphthalene and even bensene derivatives 
(Mills at al., J.O.3., 1328, 1291# 1932, 2209# 1937, 274).
The rotation of the nuclei of diphenyl about the bond joining 
them is restricted by sufficiently large groups in o-positions,
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and this leads to dlsymaetry of the moleouXe and therefore 
optical aotlTlty. The same explanation is aooepted for the 
naphthalene and benzene derivatives studied by Mills*

There is evidence, however, that sterio hindranoc can
not by itself be responsible for the whole of the observed 
behaviour of ortho-substituted compounds. In the first
plaee there is no definite relationship between the influence

/of a group in the o-positiun and its weight or volume | for 
example, the aitro gro%^ is more effective than bromine or 
iodine in spits of its smaller weight and volume, and o- 
jnydroxyl increases the strength of bensoio aold far more 
than o-methoxyl does ( lO^K for salicylic acid « 105 and 
for o-methoxybcngolc aold « 8# Branch and Yabroff, J.Amcr* 
Chsm.Soo., 1934, 2568). Then, if Fltirsoheis’s postulate
is applied to the equilibrium

fi.HHg t HgO ;± + GH“
for the Imxisation of anilines. It is easily seen that an 
increase in strength should be the result (since only the 
reverse change will be influenced unfavourably), whereas 
actually a marked dsorease ie observed. It ie apparent, 
therefore, that, although sterio hindrance may frequently 
be an important factor, the problem of tho ortho-effect is 
a oomplex one, and it cannot be interpreted as a purely geo
metrical effect, This view was actually put forward by 
Feilmann and Sudborough (Proo.Ohea.Soc*, 1897, IX* 241) by
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Davie (J.C.8., 1900, %%* 33) and later by Kindlar (loc.cit.). 
The nature of another factor which doubtless contributes 
to the total effect in many oases, and saay sometimes be 
the prinoij^l cause of the “ortho-effect*', is discussed below,

(o) The Polar Effects of groupe.
It is evident that whatever special factors may inter

vene when a group ia placed ortho to the point of reaction, 
the polar Influenoea which the group normally exerts when 
situated ia the m- or jg-poeitiona will still operate. It 
M s  long been recognised that the replacement of hydrogen 
by another atom or group imy have a very marked effect upon 
the properties end the reactivity of an organic compound.
This io shown, for example, by the widely differing strengths 
of substituted aoetio acids (IO^k for acetic acid la 1.82, 
for moaoohloraoetio acid is 155, and for triohloraoetic acid 
121,000# Ostwald, %.Physikal.(Diem., 1889, X* 418) and by 
the Qualitatively similar effect® of various groups upon 
the dissociation constants of bensoio aoids. The facts 
of aromatic substitution, which divide groups more or less 
sharply into the two olaaees of "o-_g-direotlve*' and "m- 
dircotivC, and a multitude of obaorvstione of tautomeric 
changea, addition reactions and many other ohemioal pro- 
oesees, have all contributed to the modem view of the polar 
characters of different atoms and groups, aeacuremente of 
dipole moments during recent years naVe also provided data
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upon whioh oonolusions can be baeeâ.
Relatively to hydrogen, an atom or group may be 

©leotron-attractiva or eleotroa-repelllag. In the former 
ease the Introduotlon of a group will iaoreaee the strength 
of a carboxylio aoid, weaken a base, . TÆ-tuYele the attack 
of an "eleotrophilio'* reagent (I.e. a reagent which demands 
a high eleotronHavailabillty, such as the ordinary reagents 
whioh bring about substitution in the benaens nucleus) and 

|ocilitdte the reaction of the oorapotmd with a nueleophilic re
agent (i«e* a positive centre-seeking reagent such as the 
hydroxide ion in alkaline hydrolysis}. But either effect 
may operate by one of two mechanisms. These are distinguished 
by the terms "inductive" and "tautomerio". The iaductivo 
effect, whioh is denoted by tl when the group is eleotron- 
repnlsive and by -I when it is electron attraotive, represents 
a permanent condition of the molecule, and is measurable in 
the dipole moment of e saturated substance or the disaooiation 
constant of a simple saturated aliphatic aoid. It la 
synonymous with Fliirachela^s "polar factor" and arises from 
the unequal sharing of the covalent pair linking the atom
or group to the osrbon chain a® in

01 ^ 0 G ■*— 0 H

It may be transmitted through a carbon chain, whether
saturated or unsaturated, or the medium. The electronic 
Interpretation of the "polar factor" ia due to G. 8, Lewis
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(Valence and the Structura of Atoms and Molecules, Hew 
York, 1923, p.83), and it has been incorporated in the 
elootronio theories of Lapworth, Robinson and Ingold (see, 
for example, Robinson, Outline of an Electroohemical Theory 
of the Course of Organic Reactions, Institute of Chemistry, 
1932# Ingold, Ghem.Reviews, 1934, 15, 225). But a group 
when linked to a suitable system may also give rist to 
eleotronio displacements by a tautomeric meohanismr This 
effect is the electronic Buecessor to iiiirsoheim’s "Quant
itative factor" and Lapworth*s "alternate induced polarity" 
produced by a "Key Atom", Thus, a group such as methoxyl, 
which possesses unshared electrons, tends to increase its 
covalency with the neighbouring carbon atom when it is 
linked to a loose system such as the benzene nucleus. The 
following processes may then occur at the demand of an 
electron-seeking reagents-

0H,0 CH.,0
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This is termed the electromeric effect, operative on a 
demand, and transmitted only through a "conjugated system". 
The effect has a permanent analogue, however, the mesomerlo 
effect. The benzene nucleus is now believed to exist in a 
meeomerlo state between the two Eekuld structures :

When methoxyl is linked to the nucleus, in addition to 
the benzenoid structures, the o- and ̂ -qxilnonoid structures 
can participate in the mesomerie state, I.e. the compound is 
a resonance hybrid to which ell of the following five struct' 
uree conti'lbute :

In a similar way, groups such as o =* o or EUg when linked to 
the benzene nuoleus can set up electromeric displacomsnts 
towards themselves, and the mesoaoric state of such a compound
is "between" the following structures:-
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The meeomerlo effect ia thus a permanent state of the molecule, 
and at the demand of a suitable reagent It can develop into 
the full elsotromerio effect* These effects are, of oourse, 
the cause of the powerful o-ji-direotlve influence of hydroxyl 
or alkoxyl and of phenomena such as the low value observed 
for the dissociation constant of ̂ -bydroxy-benzoic sold as 
compared with tliat of its m-iBOffl©rid«.

It has already been pointed, out tliat the effects of
groups in the or jg-position to the point of reaction,
whether they operate by the inductive mechanism (e.g, CH^)
or by the tautomeric'mechanism (e.g. OCK3), are reflected in
the energy of activation and not to any extent in the prob—-E
ability factor of the equation k » Fge ^  for the velocity 
coefficient of a reaction* A kinetic study of the alkaline 
hydrolysis of ortho-subetituted benzoic esters has now shown 
tliat the position is very different when the substituent is in 
the ortho-position, and the results have an important bearing
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upon the possible factors to which the ortho-effect is to be 
attributed* These are discussed in the paragraphs which 
follow,

(d) Chelation in ortho-Substituted Compounds." *.............«w a s * * # # , wamewa# ,w
In attempting to formulate a general theory of the nature 

of the ortho-effect it must be emphasised that the effeot is 
not a general one and is not observed in all aromatic com
pounds where a substituent is sitimted ortho to the reacting 
group* In foot it appears to operate only in cases where 
the reacting group contains an atom which ia known to be a 
powerful electron donor, such as -COS, -COOR or -HRg, This 
is illustrated by the fact tfiat the velocities of hydrolysis 
of 2*6- and 3 *5~dibroaobeng»j.l ohloridea, as compared with 
the unsubstituted compound, are «0112 and 13*5 respectively, 
while for the corresponding benv^l1 chlorides the values are 
.12 and .07 (Olivier, Hec.Trav.Chim,, 1929, M »  227). In 
fact the ortho-effect never seems to b® detectable in the re
actions of benzyl ohloridee (of, iadera., ibid, 1930, 697,
Bennett and Jones, J,C.3«, 1935, 1815). Also Branch, Yabroff 
and Bettmann (J*Amer,Gh@m.Goe,, 1934, 56, 937, 1865) find no 
increase in the strength of o-aubstituted phex^lborlc eolds 
X,CgH^,B(0H)2 ae compared with their isoaerides, and this 
contrasts strongly with the relatively high dissooiation con
stants of o-8Ub»tituted benzoic acids (Dippy and Lewis, loo. 
cit.). Purther, the characters of o-aubstitutad phenols and

mailto:Gh@m.Goe
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their derivatives do not indieat® any approciable effect, 
for they are not more strozigly acidic than their isomeric 
m- and jg-sttbstituted compoundo nor are they appreciably 
less reactive (of, Boyd et al., 1*0.S;, 1914, 105. 2117;
1915, 102, 538| 1919, 115. 1239# Burkhardt et al., J.C.S.,
1936, 17).

The figures given on the next page illustrate the 
absence of on ortho-effect of the usual type in phenols 
and pbenylboric acids*

The apparent connection between the ortho-effect and 
the presence of an eleetron-donating atom at once directs 
attention to "chelation" praoeeces as a possible interpret
ation of the observations# The term "chelate ring" was 
introduced by Morgan and Drew (J.O.S,, 1910, 1456) to describe 
rings such as those formed in the metallic etl^ylenediamine 
compounds, e.g. (Go @a)jci) and the aeetylabcton© derivatives 
which are formulated

0K3 - C « GH - 0 - CH3 
0 0

^ 0  
I hCH3 - C W CK - G - 0R3

In the production of such rings, the ethylenediamino or the 
aoetylaootone residue forms two links with the metaille atom.

The conception of chelation was later extended to include 
ring oloBure through a hydrogen atom which acts as "acceptor''.
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This was originally deaoribed as "co-ordinated’* or "two-
covalent" hydrogen# The "divalency" of hydrogen waa first
poatulated by Latlaer and liodebush ( J. Amor. Ghem. 800., 1920,
42» 1431) and wac considered also by G. 5, Lewis ("Valence")
and more fully by SidgwioJc ("Kleetronie Theory of Valency",
1917), Such a postulate is neceasary, for example, in order
to aooount for the existence of the acid fluoride ion Hfg®,
the polymerisation of hydrogen fluoride and the assoeiation
of water and other hydroxylio liquids. The lauli Exclusion
Principle would be violated by a hydrogen atom having a
four-electron valence group, however, ainoe the existence
of two electrons in the same quantum state would be involved,
and the "hydrogen bond" ia now regarded as a resonance
phenomenon. A compound having two atoms linked through
hydrogen is regarded as a resonance hybrid, the contributory
structures having the hydrogen linked to one or the other of
the atoms concerned (see Sidgwlok, Annual Reports, 1934, 11,
40). Thus the fitg ion is written (f ..•** H —  p P  and the

ftatruetares contributing- to the resonance are [P H —  fj 
and (f —  H P^. the stability of the "hydrogen bond" 
arises from the fact that the resonance states have less 
energy than either of the individual structures which con
tribute to it.

Reference has already been made to the existence of 
"ohelate rings" completed by a co-ordinate bond in which a 
metallic atom acts as electron aoesptor. In 1914 Slgwick
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and Callow (J.C.S., 1924» 125. 527) In order to explain the 
abnormalltlea noticed in certain physical properties of 
benzene derivatives, enggested the posBiblllty of ring form
ation of this type in systems having hydrdgen Instead of a 
metal aa the acceptor atom. A detailed exwaination of the 
physical properties of a number of phenols, chiefly the 
solubilities and volatilities, had been oarried oat by Sidg- 
wiok and his collaborators, and the conclusion was reached 
that o-BUbatituted phenols in general showed d very marked 
differences from their m- and jg-isomerides, the most notice
able abnormalities being that they were (a) more volatile,
(b) less miscible with water, and (o) more aiaoiblc with 
benzene. Sidgwiok and Callow ammarlsed their results in 
the statement that the o-derivetives are "less polar" than 
the m- and jg-compounde, and pointed out that the abnormal
ities coincided with the presence of two substituents of a 
reactive nature {such as lOg or CHO ortho to OR). In the 
case of phenols containing such "active" substituents, in 
the o-positions, the polar characters due to the hydroxylio 
hydrogen are suppressed; this is easily illustrated by the 
analogy between o-subatitutsd phenole and phenolic ethers. 
These facts appear to justify the belief that the hydrogen 
in such oases forms a link with an atom of the o-oubstituent.

Sidgwlok and Callow’s view may be illustrated by refer-
V

enoe to salicylic aldehyde and o-nitro-phenol. These com
pounds are written;
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0

V V /̂0

2̂  ilL
and in the light of the modem view regarding the hydrogen
bond, they are la raaonanee between la and Ib and lia and
lib.

/ V “"'

\ / \ /

i0
Ila

/
M
ir
0

lib,

It will be noticed that the ’chelate ring" completed by the 
hydrogen bond ie Bix-oembered and Jiaa two conjugated double 
bonds* Moreover, the appearanoe of electrical charges ia ti) 
contributory structures is prevented by oovalency ehanges.
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In certain other o-aubstitateh phenole Sidgwick and Callow 
pootulat© a ring of five membera, e,g, in o-ohlorophenol 
(III).

I l l

The oonditione whioh mke possible "ring oloaare" of 
this kind appear to be the followingt~

' (a) The atoms to be linked through hydrogen must be 
80 placed that the hydrogen can, without strain* become 
attached to either of the atoms oonoemed* In the phenols 
studied by Sidgwiek and Callow the most favourable position 
seems to be that in which the "chelate ring" so completed 
is six-membered and contains two double bonds.

(b) The hydrogen must be so linked that the ionisation 
is not difficult. This is clearly the oase in phenolic 
hydrogen, and Sidgwiek and Callow snggeat that a similar 
process might occur in b-nitrotoluene* where the powerfully 
electron-attracting nitro-^rot® will render the hydrogens 
of the alkyl group "inoipiently ionised".

(o) The atom to which the hydrogen is to become bound 
must be an electron donor.

(d) The process is facilitated if eleotronio rearrange»
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mentfl are pooeible to prevent the development of chargée 
in the aeoond contributory structure, This is perhaps not 
essential, however*

The explanation given by Sidgwiek and Callow of the 
abnormal properties of certain o-substituted phenols natur
ally leads to the supposition that the ortho-effeot observed 
in numerous oheaical reactions might be oapabl© of interpret
ation on similar lines* Kindler (loo,cit.) suggests* indeed* 
that since the ortho-effeot cannot be interpreted as merely 
sterio hindrance in the Victor Meyer sense* it may be con
nected with the residual affinities" of the two groups.
It has been pointed out above that an electron-donating 
atom appears to be necessary, and a definite suggestion 
that the effect is largely due to a chelation process was 
BMide by Branch and Yabroff (l,iser«Chea,Soo*» 1934*
2568), They eoaeldered the dissociation constant of sall- 
eylio acid (lO^K »» 105), The relatively high strength of 
this aoid cannot be due to sterio hindrance by so small a 
group as hydroxyl, particularly as the methoxyl group does 
not lead to any great increase in oonduotivity (10% for 
the methoxy acid *>8), They therefore interpreted the 
anomaly by postulating the formation of a hydrogen bond be*i 
tween carboxyl and hydroxyl groups, as in IV,
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0
11

This is olsarljr em applioation of Sidgwiek and Callow’s 
ideas* Branch and Yabroff point out that such a proooas 
will be possible only if ths phenolic and carboxylie oxygen 
atoms oen approach so closely that a proton may be within 
easy "bonding distance” of both, in whioh ease the change 
requires no more then ordinary bond rearrai^eaents within 
the nuolei;ui.

It is evident that such a process will ooour in the 
anion far more easily than in the acid itself, for the 
negatively charged oarboxylat© group will exert a definite 
attraction for the phenolic hydrogen* The hydrogen bond 
will then cUicraase the eleotron*-availnbility of the osrb~ 
oxylate oxygen, thus inhibiting reasaooiation and Vending 
to a stronger acid. w. Baker (Wature, 1936, 137» 236) 
suggests that the further large inoreace in strength of 2«6 
dihydroxybenaoio acid is due to the formation of hydrogen 
bonds by both oxygen atoms of the carboxyl group, this would 
obviously have an even more pronounced effect on the re- 
association process.
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<e>

n tt

0 0

It ie quite probable t>asit under suitable oondltiona an 
alkyl group can form & hydrogen bond. It Is neceeaary, of 
eourecy that a protoh-aooeptlng atom should be placed suit
ably with respect to it, and that some factor should operate 
favourably upon the production of the second oantributory 
structure (e.g. the electron-attracting nitro-group in o- 
nitro-toluene referred to above}. In the anion of o-toluic 
acid# the negative ehfirge of t le carborylste group may be 
such a factor# and here tlie relatively high strength of this 
aoid imy be due to resonance between

0 
I/ v \

xA
!

In o-nitro and o-lialogeno-ben»olo acids (excluding g-f; 
an oxygen of the carboxyl may act as an electron donor to 
form a co-ordinate bond of the normal type; this is possible 
because chlorine, bromine and iodine are all capable of 
expanding their valence groups beycnd eight electrons and#
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aooortiing to Bannat s M  fillie {J.G.S,» 1989» 256}, the 
nitrogen atom of the nitro-groap maj have ®leotroa-s.eoaptor 
properties, îlio following two stractitres, & and b, there
fore, may be saggeeted for the ions of the o-obloro and o- 
nitrohenzaio aoid reapeotlvelyj the formation of & five- 
raesbered ring oontalntng a normal co-ordinate bond is re
garded aa taking place.

0 © SI

a b
If the ortho-effeot can aotoelly be attributed to thla 

kind of phoncaoena, then It is eaoily aeon why the roaoting 
group should be of an eleetron-dowting oheracter, for the 
suggested chelation proeeeses could not occur in ̂ -substituted 
beasyl chlorides, for eammple, and the hydt%gen bond formation 
suggested by Sidgwlok and Callow in £-subotituted phenols 
(iQc.clt,) would not be expected to exert a very great 
influence on the eleotron-availability of the oxygem. It 
may be mentioned here, however, that, while the explanation 
put forward above is capable of lmterpretl% many of the 
otaaraoteristlcs of ortho-oompounde. sterio hlndmnee of the
Victor Meyer type cannot be altogether neglected as a possible
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cause) suoh hindranoe may be at least a contributory factor 
in a large number of cases and may sometimes be the most 
important factor.

Hydrogon bond formation in certain o-eubstituted com
pounds is also indicated by the molecular weight measurements 
of V. Auwers (Ber,, 1937, 70» 966) of, lassettre, Ohem, 
Reviews, 1937, 20, 259) and of Chaplin and Hunter (J.Q.S,, 
1937, 1114) 1936, 375). These indicate that many acid
amides are associated in solution. Since the association is 
auppresscd by substitution of the amide hydrogen (as in CHj,- 
00$Mg, for example) it la logical to assume that the inter- 
molecular linkage ia fomod by one of the hydrogens, Aoot- 
anilide is associated, as also are its m- and jg-eubstltuted 
derivatives, but if an electron-donating group, such as WOg 
or OHO, is introduced into the o-poeition, the association 
is very much reduced, thus, while m-altro-aoetanilide is 
associated, jg.4iitro-aoetanilide is not, nor is benso-g-nitro- 
anillde* A similar absence of association ia found in £- 
ocetaaide-eoetophenono and in ethyl o-aeetamidobensoate.
The simplest interpretation is found by supposing tiuit in 
the non-assoolated compound chelation oooure between the 
amide hydrogen and the electron-donating gMupe* 9^e phe
nomena are, of course, quite comparable with those considered 
by Sidgwiek and Callow,
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{e ) The Ktaetlos of the Hydrolyais of ^hibatltuted
î!tWX‘'ëeK8oate8. “

The veXooitles of hydrolysis of a number of beiusolc 
esters in 88# nloohol at 30° were deteirained by Klndler 
(.\nnalen, 1926, i§0, If 1927, 4|2, 90f 1928, 461, 278), 
but it was made clear in Section I that the mere comparison 
of velocity ooeffloionts at a single temperature may throw 
but little light upon the influences governing reaction 
velocity, and may. Indeed, lead to incorrect oonolusions.
It has also been pointed out (p.H) that substituents may 
influence reaction velocities by causing ohangee either in 
the energy of activation or the probability factor, P, of the 
equation k « or both* In at least three instaneee
there la definite evidence that in bensene derivatives groupe 
placed a- or to the point of reaction influence S to a 
marked extent but leave P almost unchanged* The primaiy 
object of the work described in this section was an analysis 
of the influence of qrtho substituents upon the alkaline 
hydrolysis of ethyl benzoate.into their effects upon the two 
parameters of the kinetic equation. It was hoped that such 
an analysis might eerve to t̂ irow further light upon the 
question of the peculiar ”ortho-cffcot"» and this hope has 
been fulfilled.

Ingold and Nathan (d.C.S*, 1936, 222) have conducted a 
careful Investigation of the alkaline hydrolysis of 2- 
substitutod ethyl benzoates, and they find that the effect
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of the substituant ia to ohange the anergy of activation, 
variation® in ? being but araall. In the course of the 
present work, four a-subatituted benzole estera were examined 
and the results were exactly similar to those of Ingold 
and Hatl-uan for the corresponding jg-oompoundei the hydrolyais 
of ethyl _2~fluorobenzoate was also measured. For all these 
oaaec the plot of B against log k gave a stmight line of 
slope -2,303 ST| the results obtained, together with those 
of Ingold and Nathan, are shown graphically in Fig* 7 . ,,
and the new figures are recorded in the table below.

Alkaline Wydrolyeia of Substituted Benzoic Ssterc ia
 I ^ ^ T g o E o î — — ---------- --------

X B oale. lo^y

H 6.28 1.68 ,621 17,700 2.17
g 4.57 1.18 .433 17,900 2.13

39.6 11.8 4.77 16,400 1.82
m-lHg 3.21 .830 *308 18,100 2.15

100 42.9 15,400 3.08
12.0 3.20 1.26 17,200 1.92

a * ' 162 72.0 14,800 1,86
Ik is the blswleeular velocity eoeffloient expressed in w%ol..Tsoc., and P ia calculated from thekinetic equation on the aaauaption that Z *» 2,8 x lO'*'*̂)
Aa a matter of interest - though it is not relevant to 

the present disomision - all available values for m- and £-
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substitutes ethyl beneoetes tmv# been used us & further 
test of the relationships observed by lathan and Watson 
(,T.C»S*, 1933* 1248) and by Mamaett (Ghem.RoTiewe» 1935*
17 » 125), la the former oaeo values of S are plotted 
against the dipole momenta of the appropriate substituted 
beneenes (Fig, 8), and the usual relationships are found 
(i.e. ra-groups in general gave a smooth curve and ̂ -groups 
show marked deviations owing to the effects operating by 
the tautomerio msohaniem). The Hammett relationship is 
followed very well and the plot of E against log k for the 
corresponding beasoie acids (values due to Dippy et al.) 
is a good straight line, Fig. 9i this le to bo expected 
since the two sets of compounds are so similar (of. Dippy 
and tateon, W.C.S., 1936, 436),

It is evident therefore tiriat no unusual factors are 
operative in the alkaline hydrolysis of m- and ̂ -substituted 
benzole esters. The m i n  interest lies, however, in the 
behaviour of the esters having substituents in the o-position, 
Kindler (ioc.eit,) showed that these were hydrolysed more 
slowly than their Isomeridss. The velooities of hydrolysis 
of five O-eubstituted ethyl beasoates have been measured at 
three temperatures and the results are shown below; unsub
stituted ethyl bsnsoate is again recorded for purposes of 
reference.
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Alkaline îlrdrolyeis of o-'Subatitutad 3»neoic l atere in
—  — -------------------

% lO^kgç B cala. IG^P

H 6.28 1.68 .621 17,700 2.17
0-CH^ .809 .207 .0776 10,000 .45

21.0 5*81 2.32 16,900 2.13
0-Cl 11*0 3.38 1.39 15,700 .17
O-ROg 38,8 12.75 5.41 14,500 ,08
Oŵ HHg .647 .146 .0476 20,000 8.32

The above valuea are alao plotted on the S/log k graph 
in Fig, 7.

îbree facts are at once apparent from an inspection of 
the results,

(a) Bthyl o-flttorobeasoate betiavss in the same way as 
the ra~ and ̂ -substituted esterai it gives a point on the 
theoretical line, indicating tliat o*f does not cause a change 
in P,

(b) The values of S for the remaining o-oabatituted 
esters approximate to those obtained for the a- and £-isoaer~ 
ides, but tend to be rather lower. The o-chloro ester gives 
a definitely lower value of B,

(o) With the exception of the o-amino and o-fluoro 
esters, the ortho-esters give values of P whioh are lower by
roughly a power of 10 than those found for the other esters*

»
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Bthyl o-émlao-'benBoata, however, gives a rather high P mlue. 
It is clear, therefore, that a suhatituent In the o- 

positlon exerts a retarding effect on the hydrolysis by 
causing a decrease in the proportion of energised collisions 
which actually lead to the formtion of reaction products*
The possible oauaes which saay reduce the value of have
already been discussed in Section I, It was there made
clear that, oven when the timnsitlon complex }ms been 
formed, tt may yet be neoeeaary for certain oonditions to 
hold good in order that this complex may break down to give 
the final products* Thus, ia a catalysed reaction, for 
example, P may largely depend upon the fulfilment or other
wise of the oonditions necessary for the ooapletion of the 
seoond stage in a scheme such as the following»-

A + oatalyst — (A, catalyst J

prodwte * catalyst

The mechanism of the alkaline hydrolysis of esters may 
be represented as the attack of hydroxyl ion followed by 
removal of a molecule of alcohol, folanyi and Seabo (Trans. 
Faraday Soe., 1934, jO, 508) have shown that the alkoxyl 
group is eliminated in the final stage, and the simplest 
representation of the change is therefore as follows»-
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' (H.OOO»’ + OH**  -->
\roR»

 > fi.COO- + »*0H

The velocity depends to a great extent, therefore, 
on the probability that the ooaplez when formed will break 
down to give the anion and alcohol; the alternative, of 
course, is a return to the Initial reagents.

The fairly large deoroases in F observed ia this 
investigation might be due to a deorease ia the proportion 
of fruitful collisions between eater and OH"" ion, owing to 
stringent orientation ooaditione. linshelwood and legard, 
however {J.O.S., 1935, 592), find that, ia the acid-catalysed 
eeterlfioation of these esters, an increase in P actually 
ooours, and henoe it appears improbable that the effect is 
exerted at the first stage of the reaction. It ia more 
probable that the ortho-effect observed in these hydrolyses 
arises from the operation of some factor which reduces the 
facility with which the produote are formed from the complex, 
and it remains to elucidate the probable nature of this 
factor.

The interaction of the ortho-oubstitaent with the 
negatively-charged oarboxylat® group of a oarboxylic anion 
has already been postulated; this may be represented as 
involving the formation of a hydrogen bond (e.g. with o- 
methyl) or of an ordinary co-ordinate bond (e.g. o-Ol), It
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has already been aasamed tîiat the factor largely responsible 
for sooh Intoraotion la the negative charge residing upon 
the oxygen atoms of -COO"". In an eater there is, of course, 
no euoh ohafc'O. Ac the hydroxyl ion (or other reagent ouch 
as the hydrogen ion in an aold-catalysed reaction) approaches 
the ester molecule, however, the eleetroaeric change,^o =^o, 
occurs, and the electrono of osrboxyl oxygen move into higher 
energy levels, and thus become more reactive; the oxygen 
also 0quires a negative charge. If, therefore, other atoms 
are suitably placed, chelation may perhaps occur simultane
ously with the approach of the catalyst. It is suggested 
that this occurs in alkalineohydrolyels; the transition 
complex In the case of o-substituted beneolo esters being 
chelated as represented belowt-

Thls is not likely to influence the energy of activation to 
any extent, however, except that the chelation process may 
tend to facilitate the clectTomerie change,/O ̂ o, since it 
would encourage a movement of electrons in this direction. 
The slightly low values of 3 obtained are thus explained.
In an estérification reaotlon, however, the first step is 
doubtless the co-ordination of a hydrogen ion at carboxyl
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oxygen; now if chelation takes place simltaneously with 
the approach of the catalyst, the resulting deoroas® in 
eleetroa-availahility of the oxygen will, lead to a rise in 
I, as found by hlnshelwood and Legard (loo,cit«) for the 
estérification of s-triKcthyl-bengoic acid* It will not 
influence 2 for alkaline hydrolysis very greatly, however#

It rezmlns to account for the decrease in the F factor 
for the alkaline hydrolysis of o-substitutod esters. The 
transformation of the complex to the final products Involves 
removal of -OBt| this will be rendered more difficult by 
any proceae which causes a drift of electrons away from the 
oarbon, and tite suggested'chelation is such a prooeso# The 
observations are thus interpreted by postulating chelation, 
as in the anion of carboxyl, but occurring during the approach 
of hydroxide ion.

The case of ethyl £-»;aino—benaoate is peculiar, however# 
The relatively high value of S (20,000 calories) is identical 
with that found by Ingold and Nathan (loo.cit.) for the jg- 
Bubstltuted isoaeride; it is higher than the value for ethyl 
m-amino-bcneoate on account of the mmmeric effect of the 
amlno-group upon a reaction requiring recession of electrons 
from the point of attack (of. ethyl anisate, which also gives 
a high 1 value). The o-amino group, however, also gives a 
value of P which is rather higher than that found for any
of the other eaters; it differs from the values for the 
other ethyl o-bensoatee by oonaidejnably more than a power
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of 10 {tî o powere of 10 whon ooapared with ethyl o-nitro- 
henaoate). It Is clear that the actual ooadition of the 
complex will be greatly complicated by the powerful +T 
ch*araoter of the nitrogen, and In the chelated form a number 
of Btrueturea such a» the following will participate

OB'
\ y ° "

/ \ /  \ e

V\^/
(a)

fhe participation of a structure euch a® (c). with the 
negative chaise situated at tho ortho-carbon atom, may sore 
than counteract the effect of the chelation and lead to a P 
factor higher than tîmt for ethyl bonaoate itself* Such a 
structure acquires additional importance on account of the 
hydrogen bond formation, sinoe the transfer of the negative 
charge to the nitrogen in struoturc (b) sets up a demand for 
the eleotroalo diaplaoesents to ooour. The fact that P Is 
somewhat higher for etl^l g-amino-benaoate than for ethyl jg- 
amino-benaoate and a-aminobenaonte is thus understood.

Finally, a powerful argument in favour of the chelation 
processes la found in the beî̂ iavlour of ethyl o-fluorobensoate. 
Fluorine cannot expand its valence group beyond eight electrons

\ \
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and hence the formation of a oo-ordlnate boM with carboxyl 
oxygen ie here lapoeoible. In harmony with the theoretical 
requiremente, the values of I and P are almoat the ease as 
for the ieomerlo ^-substituted eater. On theoretical grounds 
chelation cannot occur, and all the criteria of the ortho- 
effect are absent,

The phenomena described may thus be interpreted in a 
satisfactory manner by employing the conceptions outlined 
above. At the same time, however, it is recognised that 
other factors will no doubt operate, and the complete' 
solution of the problem of the ortho-effect la not as yet 
regarded as being in sight, Keverthelees it is felt that 
the investigation described in this section forme a definite 
contribution to our hnmfledge of the subject.
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SECTIOS III

THl BASB-CAfALYglB PMOTOTmPY O f 

PHiro AI,K%L m O H I S  AMD ÎHB
AhmLim HYDRQI.IS1S Of ' '

mfmiATEB A m m m i o  bstbks

Much attention has been directed towards the elucidation 
of the peculiar effects exerted by alkyl groupe upon reaotlv- 
ity. and a large amount of experimental work relating to the 
subject has been reported from time to time. It oannot be 
said, however, that any theory which can aocount in a satis- 
factory manner for the whole of the observed faoto has as 
yet been advanced. In this oeotion an attempt ie made to 
oorrelate the scattered oxperlmental data and to syeteimtiae 
the various ideas which tsave been put forward to interpret 
the results. An account of some original experimental work 
married out by the author, in order to tlwow further light 
on the behaviour of aliphatie compounds and to test the 
validity of existing postulates, is also given*

It has been recognised for a number of years tliat, 
relatively to hydrogen, alkyl groups repel electrons by an 
inductive meohanisQ* This was first pointed out by Lucas 
and Jameson (J,A,C.S,, 1924» Ü »  2475) after a study of the
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addition of hydrogen halides to j^pylene, aerylie acid and 
dimethyl aliéné» and later hy Allan, Oxford, Eohinson and 
Smith (J.C.8., 1926, 40S) in a consideration of the relative 
direotlv® powers of groups in aromatic stAstitution* the 
fact that the dipole moments of all saturated aliphatic 
hydrocarbons are aero makes it elear, however, that, as 
suggested by Ingold (Chesa.levlows, 1934» 1§.» 238) the 
induotive effect of an alkyl group operates only when it is 
stimulated by other groups.

It is a simple end logical deduction that the magnitude 
of the inductive effect of an alkyl group should increase 
with the length of the chain, and also in such series as

CIÎ3 <T EeCHg <  WegCH <  Me^C 
sinee the higher radicles are all obtained by replacing 
hydrogen suooessively by methyl. Such an order of effects 
is observed In a number of oases to be found in the literature. 
For oxample, Stewart (J.C.S., 1905, 8%, 185) showed that the 
rate of formation of bisulphite campounds of ketones, E.ODE*, 
decreased in a regular manner with increase in the length of 
the alkyl chain, E, whilst branohlng at the w-carbon caused 
a considerable decrease in velocity* A similar behaviour 
was observed in the formation of oxlmes from the same series 
of ketones (idem., ibid, p.410). Eobinson and Smith (J.C.S., 
1926, 392I 1927, 2647) recorded evidence which indicated that 
the directive influences of alkyl groups in the nitration of 
guinol methyl alkyl ©there varied in t M  expected order, and
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similar results were obtained for the nitration of phenyl 
alkyl Bulphonos (Baldwin and Robinson» J.C.D,, 1932, 1445) 
and of a sorieo of bensoio esters (Zeki, J.c.S,, 1928, 983)»
In the latter study there were some small deviations from 
the normal order, but they appear to be insignlfleant « The 
ratios for the hydrolysis of alkyl glyceric esters
(Ingold et ni», J.C.S», 1930, 1057) also form an example 
where alkyl groups fall in the expected order of inductive 
influence, vis.,
CHj < 3t < n«Pr 4 n-Btt a—/ja ~  iso-Aa < iao-Bu 4 iso-Pr 
The kinetic studies of the alkaline hydrolysis (Smith and 
Olsson, 2»Physikal.Chem., 1925, 118» 99, 107) and ammonolysis 
(French and Wrightratan, J.A.C.S», 1938, 60» 50) of a scries 
of alkyl esters of acetic acid indicate no considerable 
departure from the predicted order of inductive effects of 
alkyl groups except for the low reactivity of the sec-bntyl 
and the -CMCgPr derivatives. The diesooiation constants of 
m- and jg*-toluio acids are less than those of bensoio acid 
(Dippy end Lewis, J.C.S», 1936, 644), whilst the strengths 
of the alkyl substituted acetic acids fell in the order 

CÎI3GOOH >  MeOKgCOOB ~  M@2GB.OOOH >  M83COOH 

(Dippy, in the press). These results are in accordance with 
the +I effect of alkyl groupe. The equality of the dissociation 
constants of propionic and isobutyrie acids, however, is 
anomalous, and will be considered more fully later (p.95").
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Again, the theoretical order of Inductive effeote of alkyl 
groups has been noted in an investigation of the reaction 
of hydrochloric acid upon mixed dialkyl mercury compounds 
oarried out by Kharasoh and Flenner (J.A.G.S., 1932,
674). These workers showed that in the reaction

IÏC1 + R.Rg.B’ --  ̂ KH * S'HgGl
the alkyl group with the smaller inductive effect tended 
to form hydrocarbon, and by studying various mixed dialkyl 
derivatives they obtained the following order of electron- 
repulsive powers
n — GyHic ^ n — C.Eq n — C-»H7 . >

^  ̂ >  CpHç > C %tert-C^Hg > iso-GjHy / ‘ •*
Other experiments of this type, in which mixed lead tetra-
alkyls and nitric acid were employed (Jones, hVans, Gulwell
and Griffith®, J.C.S., 1935, 43) gave similar results.

Finally the theoretical order of induotive effscte is 
illustrated very clearly by the dipole moments of the lower 
members in certain eeriee of aliphatic compounds (Groves and 
Sugden, J.C.S,, 1937, 158), In this connection also the 
influence of the group (or atom) attached to the alkyl radicle 
is very evident| thus n-alkyl chlorides show no increase in 
dipole moment beyond propyl, whereas in the iodide® the limit
ing value la not reached at the butyl compound.

The alkyl bromides are intermediate in character, as 
would be expected from the varying polarisability of the
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hftlogen». Oa th« other hand, In the aitrllee «aid nitre- 
p&mffine the »i*e of the alkyl radiel® b m  little infiaenoe 
upon the dipole moment*

À searoh of the literature, however, shows that the 
inotanoes where alkyl groups place themselves in the theor
etical order are probably outmmbered by those where other 
influences become evident at some point in the série»,
These peculiar influences arc mainly associated with branched 
chain alkyl groups, but frequent anomaly is found with the 
straight chain derivatives (especially in the higher members 
of the alkyl series), for example, the work of Dawson and 
his oollaboratora (J.O.S., 1910, 21, 2048* 1911, 22.» 1740)
on the rate of iodination of a series of dialkyl ketones 
B.Co.S* indioated no regular variation with length of the 
alkyl chain, whilst the measurements of Lapworth and Manske 
(J.C.S,, 1930, 1976) of the stabilities of cyaoohydrl»» of 
these ketones were not capable of a simple interpretation.
The oyanohydrins of the alkyl ph«myl ketones, m.OO,Cg#g, 
also exhibited etebilitioe which varied in a peculiar manner. 

In the réactione of hydrcbromio acid with phonylalkyl 
ethers (Tronow and Ladigiaa, Ber*, 1929, 2844) with alkyl
acetate (Tronow and Seibgatullin, ibid, p.2850) and with 
aliphatic aleohole (Bonnet and Reynolds, 1935, 134)
which may be formulated,

H+ + ; Br~H‘OB ^  n - OH - 1 __ ^ a*OB * a*Br
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(«diere H* •» phenyl acetyl and hydrogen respectively), there 
1» an appreelahle fall in velocity from methyl to ethyl, 
followed by quite amall differences between the higher a— 
alkyl derivativee, whereas the ieobutyl ooaspounds have a 
singularly small reactivity. Further, in the series primary, 
secondary and tertiary alkyl compounds, there is a very 
marked increase in velocity.

Baker and Sathan (J.C.S,, 1935, 1844), in a recent study 
of the reaction between pyridine and p-mlkyl-subetituted 
benzyl bromides In acetone solution, found that the magnitude 
of the effect of the alkyl group upon the velocity varied in 
the order

Me > Bt > > Bu^
This indicate» a complete reversal of the polar affecte 

of the alkyl radicles, since the reaotlon is of class 4, 
Observations closely related to this are found in the nitra
tions of p-isopropyl and tert-butyl toluenes (Le Fdvre et 
al., J.C.S., 1933, 980* 1934, 1501, 1697) and of p-ethyl
toluene (Brady and Day, ibid, 1934, 114) where substitution 
occurs ortho to methyl, indioatlng a greater electron 
repulsion for methyl than for ethyl. Isopropyl or tertiary 
butyl. Sufficient data has been given to illustrate the 
fact that many investigations have brought to light peculiar 
effects due to alkyl groups. Several other instaneee where 
anomalous effects are observed in the alkyl series will be 
discussed in the sequel.
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In recent years the pecullarltlee in the relative 
inflaenees of alkyl groups have received more detailed 
attention, and the work of different investigators leads 
to the conclusion that the anomalouo orders of reactivity 
are to be ascribed to one or more of three dietinct causes.

Substitution reactions such as
SX +  > az + XI

or ax ♦ z  ? H2 + X
may proceed in one of two ways* (a) through the initial form
ation of an addition complex, or (b) by simultaneous addition 
of one group and removal of the other* the addition oomplex 
is possible only by co-ordination of one of the reactants 
with an unshared electron pair of the other. In substitution 
at a saturated carbon atom, however, such co-ordination is 
difficult to visualise, and hence the modem conception of 
London (Z.Sleetroehea., 1929, 21» 552) is applied in such 
oases. litbsr aeohanism, however, makes the substitution a 
bimoleoular proeeas, the speed of which is proportional to 
the oonoentratloaB of both reactants, and the kinetics of 
the larger number of eubatitutlon reactions, both nueleo- 
phillo and cleotrophilio, are found to be in conformity with 
this view. There are, on the other hand, aoiae examples where 
substitution ooeurs at a saturated carbon atom with uni- 
molecular kinetics. The hydrolysie of benzyl chloride by 
alkali hydroxide depends upon the concentration of hydroxyl 
ion, whilst benaal chloride or benzotriebloride are hydrolysed
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at rates which are independent of the hydroxyl ooneentration 
(Olivier and teber, aeo.frav.Chiffl** 1934# 22, 869), Reoently, 
in a critioal survey of the experimental data, Hughe® and 
Ingold (J.C.S,, 1935» 244) s%%gest@d that in euoh cases the 
measured velocity is probably that of a slow ionisation* 
this is followed by a rapid bimoleoular proosss aooordiag 
to the eobeme.

RX «-- 9 + X”
(slow)

-+ —, a . T — B Y 
(feat)

These inveatigators brought forward strong evidence for such 
a theory by showing that the kinetios of hydrolysis of methyl 
and ethyl chlorides were bimoleoular# whilst those of iso- 
propyl and tert-butyl chloride were unimolecular in 60^ 
aqueous aloohol. further, the bimoleoular velocity coefficient 
for ethyl chloride was less than tMt for methyl chloride, 
but the uniaoleoular velocity coefficient for tertiary-butyl 
was greater than that for isopropyl chloride. The following 
table sasusarisee the data regarding the hydrolysis of alkyl 
halides (Hughes and Ingold, loc.cit.) in aqueous media$- 

Sechanisa
Alkyl group OR) CR3CH2 CR3 g|, \ ^

CIÎ3 ' CHj/
Reaction order 2 2 1 1
Velocity change deoreaee— > — inoreaae--- >
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The symbols %  refer to the type of substitution - viz.# in 
this csee naoJawphilic substitution - whilst the mmbor 
indicates the order of the reaction mechanism.

Hughes, Ingold and Patel (loc.cit.) îmd previously 
predicted that if the variation in the inductive effect were 
sufficient, then in traversing the series, methyl, ethyl, 
iso-propyl and tert-butyl, the effect of progressively 
inoreaslng the electron repulsion would impede the access 
of the attacking reagent for the bimoleoular mechanism (rsjjZ) 
and facilitate the Ionisation neoeasary for the unlmoleoular 
mechanism (Sgl). This should therefore, under suitable con
ditions, yield 8 change in aechaniem in passing from CH^X to 
Bu^X- The variations in velocity shown above are also readily 
explained sinoe the electron repaleion of jaethyl retards the 
bimoleoular change, but aoceleratee the ionisation in the 
unia#lecular prooeasj hence ethyl chloride hydrolyoee at a 
Blower rate than does methyl chloride, but tert-butyl chloride 
is hydrolysed more readily than iaoprcpyl chloride. Similar 
variations in velocity and kinetios were observed by Oleeve, 
Hughes and Ingold (J.O.S., 1935, 236) in the degradation of 
eulpbcnlum ealte,

lï̂ S’*' + QB**  --“> HgS + a,OB
Hughes and Ingold have wore recently (see 1938, #81)
developed other metltodo of distinguishing between 8^2 and Sgi 
mecVxahisms.

She peculiar rslaticnehip between the velocities in the 
cases cited above, therefore, find a olear explanation in
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terms of the induotive effect» of alkyl groups» and reaction 
kinetics. It may be noted, however, that, although the 
velocities of reactions of the various alkyl compounds are 
not in the order expected if the reactions were all bi- 
aoleculftr, the polar sequence

cn^ <  Et <  
appears to be maintained.

It should also be mentioned that an alternative schema 
has been postulated to explain the peculiar order of velo
cities of hydrolysis of alkyl halides in aqueous media 
(Taylor, J.G.S., 1937, 1965# 1938, 840), which is based 
upon the decreasing facility of attack of oe-oarbon by hydroxyl, 
and the increasing facility of addition of hydrogen (of water) 
to the halogen of the alkyl halide in the series Me, St,
?r̂ ',

The second type of influence which leads to an irregular 
orderof effects in, alkyl compounds was suggested by Baker and 
Wathan (loc.cit.) to explain the complete Inversion of the 
polar influences of the series Me, Et, Pr^, Bu'̂ , in the re
action between pyridine and p-aUcyl benzyl bromides. This 
resetion is of Claes A, and the velocities of the p-aikyl 
compounds varied in the order

Me’ > Et > Pr^ ^ Bu*̂
In each case the reaction was shown to be completely bl- 
moleeular, so that the theories of Hughes and Ingold (loo. 
cit.) could not be applied to interpret the results. The
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variations of velocities Indicate that in the system studied,
the relative Eiagnitude of the eleotron-relsase increases t o

ipassing from B« to Me* hence "the methyl group must permit 
additional electron-releaoe by some mechanism which cannot 
function, or is greatly diminished, in the higher alkyl 
groups." The mechanism for this new type of eleotron- 
release was postulated for oaeea where methyl is attached 
to a conjugate system. The duplet of eleotrona binding 
hydrogen to the carbon atom of methyl wae assumed to come 
under the control of the adjacent nucleus, giving rise to

, ' " " ' ' ' . 1  ' ' ■ ■ ' " ■ I  " --------- \B - CHg - 0 « C - C  m 0 A

a type of tautomeric effect which operates in addition to 
the nonaal inductive effect of methyl. The new type of 
electron repulsion is daoreeeed when the hydrogen atoms of 
methyl are replaced by carbon* hence the fall in total 
electron-releadc In the aeries Bu to Me* The electromerlo 
dieplacements

R
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in the alkyl-aubstituted baneane are thus reiaforoed so ao 
to favour the approach to the unperturbed ctruotures

a

by the eombised aeohanisms n A CH- (of* Watson,
"Modem Theories of Organic Chemistry", p*75). Robinson 
(Chem. & Ind*, 1336, 25:* 962) has eritloieed this theory, 
since the dipole aoaent of tert-butylbenzene is greater 
than that of toluene, but tlie postulate of Baker end Hatlian 
aceras to afford a reaoonabls interprétâti<m of several 
peculiar results. The aost obvious ie perhaps the nitration 
of 2«ethyl, j-ieoprogyl and j^-tertiary-butyl toluenes in the 
position ortho to the methyl group (see p. }. The surpris
ingly low reactivity of ieobutyl ooapared with that of see- 
butyl eompounds in reactions of alkyl imlldes (which requires 
anionisation of halogen) is ascribed to the poasibillty of 
the new type of eleotron-rele&o© from the three hydrogens in 
oeo-butyl and from only one hydrogen in iso-butyl.

” .He Meft 0?HgI'v I %  I
R -' C^4 C - X Me - C - CÜ2 - X•!V

Ù 1
Examples where this order of effects is obtained are 

the interaction of alkyl iodides with triethylanise (Men- 
sohtttkia, S.Physlkal.Chea., 1890, 2, 589) and with sodivus
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phenoxide (Segaller, J.C.S., 1913, Ml, 1154, 1421), In 
the reaction of hydrcbromio acid with alcohols (Beaaet and 
Reynold», loc.cit.), with phenyl alkyl ethers (Tronow and 
Imdlgina, loc.cit.) and wlt(i alkyl acetates (Tronow and 
Saibgatullin, loc.cit.) although the substitution of ethyl 
for methyl aloohol, which isvolree changing the group near 
the point of reaction, will probably have a much larger 
effect than will a further lengthening of the n-alkyl chain, 
the rapture of the S-0 bond in the alcohol (R see
equation on p. ) would be aeaisted by the tendency K - C,- 0. 
Further examples of the applications of Baker and Satbeua’a 
postulates will be dealt with below.

A third type of influence, which causes alkyl groups 
to yield a curious order of affects, was postulated by Evans 
(J.C.S,, 1936, 785) in a study of the eold-oatalysed proto- 
tropy of phenyl alkyl ketone®. It was found that the velo
cities of bromination of these ketones at constant temperat
ure fall with increasing length of the alkyl chain up to n- 
butyrophenone and then remain almost constant up to n-capro- 
phenone, but isobutyrophenon® reacted much more olowly than 
any of the other ketones. Shep the energies of activation 
were evaluated, however, the surprising fact emerged that 
in passing from acatophenoae to propiophenons there was m 
marked rise in S (2000 cale,) with a simultaneous increment 
(roughly ten-fold) in the probability factor, ? (see fig.10), 
Further lengthening of the n-alkyl chain caused a small and
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oontizmotua deoraaae in B aootmpanled by a oontinnoua decrease 
in P. Ihe marked effect of the p~aethyl in propiophenons 
upon the energy of activation could not be attributed to 
the ordinary polar effaot of the alkyl group» since it was 
in the wrong direction and was much larger than expected 
Ithe aitro-group in the p-poaltlon of acetophaaon® causes 
an increase in 1 of oiüLy about 900 cala. (Evans» Morgan and 
Watson, J*C*S,, 1935» 1167) above that for acetophenone], 
Purther, since the activation energy for iaobutyrophenone 
was equal to that for propiophenons» it was argued tMt the 
high value of B was due to the introduction of the first 
methyl. A hydrogen bond was postulated to ooour between 
the hydrogen of the 0-methyl and carbonyl oxygen in propio- 
phenone and the higher ketones» and evidence based upon 
interatomic distances was put forward to justify the view.
A "direot" effect opposite in sign to the inductive effect 
has been ascribed to methyl by Bennet and Moses (J.C.S,,
1930* 2366)» and th® view put forward by Evans was an attempt 
to give this direct effect some physical interpretation. The 
hydrogen bond causes an increase in tne positive nature of 
carbonyl oxygen, whichM; creases the energy neoesaary for 
the «fproAck of the hydrogen ion.

CBp ----  II

CHg
CPh » 0
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The xmperturhad foras are repraeented by
©

OHp ---------------------------------  OHg ii

CHp and CHp j

CPh a 0 CPh =  ;: ©
Thin view explains the high value of the activation energy 
in the higher ketonea» ainoe the eleetroa-availability of 
the oxygen is decreased. I«ter it was realised (see Section 
II» p. ) that this hydrogen bond was probably not present 
in the ketone itself,* but occurred siaultaneously with the 
approach of catalyst during which the eleetroaeric change,
C  C^- 0~, takes place, yielding a negative charge
on the oxygen, which may then be supposed to "co-ordinate" 
with a suitably placed proton. The change in the probability 
factor, F, in passing from the acid-catalysed prototropy of 
acetophenone to twt of propiophenone, is also interpreted 
on the basis of hydrogen bond fo«aation, but this will be 
considered more fully in the later paragraphs.

Since the present work ooneieted mainly in a study of 
alkaline hydrolysis, it was clearly of interest to extend the 
Investigation of the prototropy of phenyl alkyl ketones to 
include the bage-oatalysed reaction. This was done by bromin- 
ation experiments upon the same sérias of ketones #ilch had

* The infra-red spectra experiments of Gillette (-J.A.C.S,, 
1936, 1143) on trlmethylaoetic acid and of H11pert, Wulf,Hendricks and Llddel (ibid, p.548} on aldol, indicate the abaenoe of hydrogen bond in these compounds.
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bean examined by Kvass, the method being that of Morgan end 
Watson (J.C.S,, 1935» 1173)» The results have shown that 
the changes in energy of aotlvetlon are quite different 
from those observed in the acid-catalysed change* They are 
ascribed (see below) to the rising inductive effects of the 
alkyl groups, whilst the fall in the probability factor, P, 
at one point only is interpreted on the basis of hydrogen 
bond formation. The author is indebted to Dr. D, P. ÿ)vans 
for permission to use his results for the acid-catalysed 
prototropy of isovalerophenone which yield further useful 
information regarding the effects of alkyl groups in this 
particular reaction.

The work of Lapworth (J.C.3., 1904, 30) on the
bromination of acetone showed that the speed of reaction 
waa Independent of the concentration of bromine, and he 
suggested that the reaction path consisted of a tautomeric 
change, followed by an instantaneous reaction with halogen. 
Later investigations (Dawson et al.» J.C.S,, 1909, 1360*
et seq.i K. H. leyer, Annalea, 1911, j[80, 212; Ber., 1912, 
45, 2864; Watson et al,, J.C.S,, 1929, 1945 et seq.) have 
confirmed this view, which is general for all ketones, whilst 
the probability of this mechanism being cotrdct - »  has been 
demonstratsd by the isolation of the ketoaic and enolic forms 
of os- and 0-diketones and p-ketonic esters (Tnorr, Rothe and 
Averbook, Ber», 1911» £4., 1138; Meyer and Sohoeller, Ber., 
1920, 53, 1410; Dufralase and Moureu, Trans,Faraday Boo.,
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1928, 562, and referenoas there cited) end by the observ
ations (Meyer, loc.oit.) that a mmber of these subatenoes 
normally exist ae equilibrium mixtures of keto end enol forme.

The acceleration of prototropic change by acids or bases 
has long been reoognieed, and a moehmniem for the aeid- 
oatalysed change was put forward by Lapsrorth and Hann (J.C.S., 
1902, 81, 1512), which may be expressed in the formt-

+H +
' ' I /

O'!" - 0 = 0 — ? - on - c » &i — i - 0 « c - on + k'*

Lapworth showed in 1903 (J.C.S., 1903, §^t 995) that oyano- 
hydrin formation took place by the initial addition of 
cyanide ion to the carbonyl carbon.

^  ^ C K) c » 0   ̂ .c ^ 0 -
whilst Lowry postulated (J.C.S., 1923, 123, 822) tîmt activ
ation to the seaipolar form ^ C - 0 occurs previously to all 
reaotions of double bonds, later the modern conception of 
the carboxyl carbon-oxygen linkage was given a modem interpret
ation as a'resonance form of the normal and semi-polar struct
ures by Pauling and Sherman (J.Chem.Physios, 1933» 1, 606) 
and McKay (Ohem. % Ind., 1934, 52» 870), In the absence of 
activating influences such as ultra-violet ov;cvt.t«ick»ŵ
molecules, the normal state of the ketone is represented as

i * * 'C a 0 with a very slight tendency towards y G - 0. Pollwolng 
this, & b*or& precise physical picture was given to the
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raoobanis® of aold end baeo-oatalyood prototropy by ffateon, 
Nathan and Latu'lw (J.Che’ra.Physios, 1935, ji, 170) who, using 
the teraa "aold" and "base" in the generalised sens® of 
proton donators and acceptors respectively (Lowry, Chem, & 
Ind., 1923, 12, 43, 1048; Bronstcd, Rac.Trav.Chiai., 1923,
42, 718; J.Phys.Cbera., 1926, 50, 777) suggested the follow
ing soheffios.

An acid eataiyat ( II '] foras a link with carbonyl oxygen
which causes activation by the meohanism ^ C 0 --> 6 - 0.
yielding the semi-polar form, Ihia may then either (a) 
revert to the original ketone or (b) ba transformed to the 
enolic Ion,

I r
— C — C — 0(E*} — 0 — C » 0 + H* (a)

I ' ', A . — { - -f
- C - C  - 0(H) *— ’> n  ̂- 0 a C - 0(H) (b)

I I  I I

A basic catalyst (B), however, is assumed to attach it
self at the carbon and similarly cause activation into the 
eomi-polar form, which may revert to ketone or be transformed 
to enol,

I I ■# ! ™~ 0 — C — 0  ̂— 0 — 0 “ O + B
I I  I I

B
I -- G - C - 0  - G » Ü - 0 + K ♦ B
' B '
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If these mecKûhiSms are assumed, then the velooity of 
protropio change will depend upon two factor®, (i) the rate 
of reaction of ketone and catalyst, and (11) the proportion 
of oemipolar form (which la now identified with the trans
ition complex) which is transferred into enol or enolic ion. 
This view waa confirmed hy the experiments of Evans, Morgan 
and Watson (loc.cit.) on the aeid-eatalyaed bromination of 
nuclear-suhstituted acetophenon®»» hut the oîianges in the P 
factor were small and their value in theoretical discussion 
was questioned by Ingold and Sathan (J.C.S,, 1935, 222). 
Dnfortunately the system was one in which only small changes 
in % and P could he obtained, even on cîmnging the p- 
substituent from CH^ to SOg.

The mechanisms put forward by Watson, Nathan and laurie, 
however, seem to be the correct ones, end Mve been assumed 
in the present work,

Th® velocities of bromination of several phenyl alkyl 
ketones have been measured at temperatures of 45*̂ , 55° and 
65°, employing .11 solutions in 75# noetic acid in the pres-

- ' i

enoe of 20 g. per litre of sodium acetate. The speed of 
reaction between bromine and the ketones in 75# acetic acid 
is almost immeasurably slow in the absence of catalyst, and 
the addition of either hydrochloric acid or sodium acetate 
causes a very marked acceleration. There can be no doubts 
therefore, that in the present work the results repreoent 
the speeds of the change by the "basic" mechanism. The
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resuite are recorded in Table I, where the velocity 
coefficients are expressed as fall of ̂  thloaulphate titre 
per minute for 20 c.c. of the reaction mixtures# they have 
not been reduced to the cuetoma^ units ( a®c. ),
since the concentration of acetate ion is uncertain and the 
actual figures do not influence the arguments. ICaoh figure 
recorded is the mean of at least two concordant determinations. 
The energies of activation are quoted in the last column of 
Table I and were detennined from the slope of the line obtained 
by plotting log k against the small correction of ^HT 
(see rSaction 1, p. '7. ) having bean applied. In each case 
the linear relation between log k and ̂  followed very 
closely.

TABLE I.
The Base-Catalysed ^tn^lnation of Phenyl Alkyl Ketones.

H k^gO kggO hgjo E (oals.
H .0520 .131 .330 19,400
CK3 .00799 .0219 .0567 19,900
C2H5 .00624 .0172 .0435 20,200
n— .00704 .0183 .0479 20,100
iso-OjHy .00305 .00849 .0224 20*500
H.CHg » (CiyjgCH .00155 .00444 .0119 20,900

In order to facilitate discusBion, the result© recorded
by Evans (loc.cit.) for the acid-catalysed change of the same
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k«tôn0» are given in Table II, whieh inolndeo the new taeaaure- 
menta on laoTalerophenone.

ÏABLS II

a.■ÔHg.'GOfh.
H ^25 bsi

B (cels.) F
K .211 .739 2.14 20,20© .15

.104 .352 1.12 22,100 1.53
C2H5 .0721 .244 .774 22,000 .85
n«-CjH'jr .0851 .284 .875 21,700 .59
CHgH » CH(CRj)g .0213 .0728 .231 22,100 .30
ieo*»CjH'7 .0335 .112 .347 .21,700 .23

In marked oontraet to the aoid~oatalysed change, there 
ie no sndden change in activation energy when the pitetropy of 
these ketones is studied in baeie medium. There le instead a 
small Inorement of some 300 to 500 calories in passing from 
aeetophenone to proplophenone and from the latter to n-batyro-

TV

phonone, but no further change in n-vslerophenone» fbe values\
of S for n- and Isovalsrophenone differ by a similar amount, 
but there is a larger difference (1000 calories) between 
propiophenone and isobutyrophenone. A further unexpected 
observation is that the change in S on replacing hydrogen of 
aeetophenone by an alkyl group is in the same direotion as 
for the aoid-catalyaod reaction, although the changes are of 
distinctly different polar type (Class B and Class 4t reactions
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rsfipeotively).
In aooordnnoe with the views of Wateon, lathan and 

lanrle (loo.cit.), the aechanlsœ of tj*® i-eaction is represented:
C ”

a.CBg - C ♦ B~   > B.CH.., -
\  I ^  ? h

i'h B

(1)̂  a.CHg.COPh + b“
\  /  0“  ,

( 2 /  ^  H.CH «  C 4- H’’ B"
^ m

the later stages, (l) and (2), being alternative,
Further, it la assumed that the meaeured energy of motiv

ation is that conoemsd in the addition of catalyst to ketone, 
whilst changes in the probability factor are due mainly to 
the variation in the proportion of aetiveted complex (i.e. 
the semipolar fora) which is transferred into enol or enolie 
ion (of* ihraaa, Morgan and Watson, loc.cit., also Section II,
g. çi-

The hydrogen bond postulated by Evans (loc.cit.) provided 
a satisfactory interpretation of the variations in the energy 
of activation of the acld-oatalyaed prototropy of the phenyl 
alkyl ketones but, as was pointed out in the dlsoussion of 
the alkaline hydrolysis of o-bensoio esters (Section II, p.

the effect of this linkage upon the activation energy 
of the base-eetalysed oliange will be small. Therefore it is 
concluded that the gradual rise in motivation energy during
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the ba«e~oatsl,ysed prototropy of the phenyl alkyl ketones 
la to be oBcribed to the increasing Inductive effect of the 
alkyl group E,

Mo \ It <C n—  Pr ^  n • Bu, etc. 
and the larger inorement observed la isovalerophenoae and 
laobtttyrophenon® is in harmony with this view. ^

In this conneotion it is of interest to note that in the 
aoid-catalysed reaction there is equality of the motivation 
energies for propiophenone (Me.CHg.OOPh) and isobutyrophenone 
(MOgCHCOPh). It seems reasonable to suppose that in the 
latter ketone, although the preaeaoe of two p-methyl groups 
probably inoroasee the tendency for the formation of the 
hydrogen bond, only one p-carbon can be involved at the same 
instant, and therefore the influence of this bond upon % will 
be the same in both ketones. However, it would be expected 
that the inductive effect of the second p-methyl in isobutyro- 
phenone would lead to a decreased activation energy, and 
therefore the results lead to the conclusion that there is 
present some factor which opposes this Inductive influence 
of the second methyl. This factor may be the smaller oleotron" 
release from isopropyl than from etJiyl, postulated by Baker 
and Bathan (loc.cit.), since the system appears to be one 
which might well allow the electromarlo changes, represented 
by broken arrows, to operate in addition to the noiml induct
ive effect.
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K - S®
I ' ' V  IU0 - c -%» G «• 0 Me - C c » 0
i.,yH Fh H m

A similar balanoiag of inductive and new type of eleotiron-
releaee must aooount for the equality of the activation 
energies of n- and isovalerophenon®.

An effect in the opposite direction to ttmt of methyl, 
diminishing in the order

MOjC > MegCH > St, 
as postulated by Dippy (J.C.S,, 1937» 1777), will also account 
for the equality of the energies under discussion. In the 
base-catalysed prototropy the reaction ie of Glass B, in 
which the new type of electron release functions less power
fully, and honee the inductive effect of the alkyl substituent 
is the only important factor which causes variation in 1.
The gradual increase in activation energy as the alkyl chain 
is lengthened or branched is therefore readily understood on 
the basis of the inductive effects.

The diagram (Fig. 11), where the values of I are plotted
against thoee of log kgg, indicates that the value of the F-yfactor for the base-catalysed prototropy of all the ketones 
above aeetophenone is almost the same. It is, however, zither 
less than tisat found for aeetophenone. This contrasts with 
the variation of P observed in the acid-catalysed prototropy 
of the same ketones (see fig. 10) where P increases by a power 
of ten in passing from aeetophenone to propiophenone and than
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deoreaaee gradually for the hlgber a-alkyl derlvatlvoo but 
more markedly for the branched chain oompounda* ïheae résulta 
show that the variation in velocity cannot be ascribed to a 
bulk effect of the alkyl chain in the first stage of reaction 
(addition of catalyst) sinoo this would be expected to deoreaee 
P in both the acid and the base catalysed process, further, 
in the latter case the change in P from aeetophenone to propio- 
phenono with the trivial or aero effect la passing to the 
higher ketones indicates that hydrogen bond formation is 
again the cause of the variation* It is therefore concluded 
that the explanation based on geometrical eterlo hindrance, 
given by Wans (loc.cit,), for the small continuous fall in 
P in the acid-catalysed prototropy of higher ketones, is 
inoorreot and should be replaced by the following.

During the catalysed prototropy of the ketones tfae 
hydrogen bond i@ formed simultaneously with the approach of 
catalyst and reduoee the eleotron availability of the carbonyl 
oxygen. This causes a high energy of activation for the acid- 
catalysed prototropy of propiophenone and higher phenyl alkyl 
ketones, whereas, as pointed out previously, the effect of 
hydrogen-bond upon £ for the beee-catalysed change is unim
portant. fhe teetone-oatalyst complexes once formed will 
therefore be resonance hybrids, which iholude the etrueturea 
I and II for acld-cataiysi® and III and 17 for base-oatalysis.
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- _ CH ma C ma Ph ôH CH
0 - B

I.
B
IR - OH - 0^2 - C

II.
G

©

©

H - on - 014̂  .# c - Pk
H 0

e
III. IV.

In the case of the BOid-cat&lysad oîvange, the complex ( struct' 
urea I and II) poesessee a carbon atom with e deficiency of 
electrons, and it is reasonable to suppose that the driving 
force in the transformation of the complex (to enol or the 
original ketone) is the tendency of tiiia atom to complete 
its octet. However, the partici ation of the structure II 
will militate against the oleotromeric c)iange

C ■■ 0 — u -> C - C « Ü

which leads to the ketone. Hence the proportion of complex 
which is converted Into end is greater in those ketones 
which allow of a hydrogen bond between p-carbon and carbonyl 
oxygen; i.e., propiophenone and the_higher phenyl alkyl 
ketones. In addition t6~thiB, however, variation in the 
group R (in fi.CH^CORh) will influence the ease with which the 
œ-proton ionises (a neceesarj step in the formation of enol, 
but not of ketone), and thia aooounte for the small but 
aeaaaroable deoreaee in P in the ketones above propiophenone,
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and more eapeoially in leo-butyrophenone, whiob has a second 
methyl group directly linked to the ce-eorbon atom, fhe same 
explanation holds tor the deoreese in P in passing from n- 
Valero to isovalsrophenone.

The ketone-base complex (Structures III end IV) is of a 
different character, however. Hers the carbonyl carbon ie 
saturated and a tendency towards octet completion does not 
exist. In fact the eleotroiaorio changes leading to onolio 
or ketonic forms can only occur subsequently to, or simultane
ously with, removal of catalyst, end it necessarily follows 
that any factor tending to facilitate or oppose such removal 
will affect the formations of both tautomeridee to an equal 
extent. On the other hand removal of as-hydrogen ie required 
only for the production of enolio Ion, and therefore the 
ease of ionisation of the ce-proton now boooaes the principal 
factor governing the proportion of enol formed from the com
plex. In structure IV we have a negative charge on 0^ which 
will definitely oppose ionisation of %-hydrogen and cause a 
decrease in the f factor. The fell in H in passing from 
aeetophenone to propiophenone is thus explained. Further, 
the influence of the negative cîiarge on Cp is not neutralised 
by any neighbouring positive charge (as in II) and is there
fore so strong as to make any variation in the inductive 
effect of further alkyl substituents negligible. This accounts 
for the constancy of F in the ketones above aeetophenone.
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The observations of both sold and baee-oatalyeed proto

tropy of phenyl alkyl ketones thus receive a reasonable 
interpretation on the basis of the Inductive effects of alkyl 
groups (coupled with that postulated by Baker and lathan), 
the interaction of p-hydrogen with oarbonyl oxygen to form a 
hydrogen bond in the ketons-oatelyat transition complex, and 
the meobaniem of the change put forward by Wateon, Rathan 
and Laurie.

These views, when applied to the relative stabilities 
of the oyanohydrine of phenyl alkyl ketones, afford an 
interpretation of the results obtained by Lapworth and 
Maneke (loo.oit.). Hitherto, no explanation of the peculiar 
variations in stabilities of those compounds has been given. 
There is a marked increase in stability from aeetophenone to 
propiophenone, followed by a gradual but consistent decrease 
as the n-alkyl series is ascended (of, variations in K for 
the aoid-oatalysad prototropy of the same ketones).

It ha® been shown (see p."79 ) that lir eyaaohydrin form
ation the primary step oonelete of addition of cyanide ion 
to the carbonyl carbons,

/ C 0 + CH —— —7 / C — 0
CF-

to form the oyanohydrin ion and, according to the theory out
lined above, it is assumed that the ions derived from propio
phenone end the higher n-alkyl ketones will be in resonance 
between the structures V end VI.
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R - CH - CÎU « C - FîiCÏI 
I  ̂ I
iî 00

V.

0ft - üîï • CH„ - C fnCS

VI
The participation of VI will then opei*ate against the electro- 
meric change Cîî - c - 0 neeeaaary for dissociation of the 
oyanohydrin by the procsse

© +I* - CHg - G - Ù -» H K’CHgC » 0
GÎÎ + HCN

which accounts for the greater atabillty of the propiophenone 
over the aeetophenone derivative* ïhs further deoreaee in 
stability after propiophenone la due, in all probability, to 
the inoreasing inductive effect of B* whiob faeilitatoe the 
above eleetroaerie change. On the other band the marked riae 
in stability of the oyanohydrin» of the serieo Me.CRg.COPh, 
MepCH.COPh, aojC.GOPh may be attributed to the operation of 
the Baker-Hathan effect.

H Me Me
I ©  I ©  \ ©

Ke — G ' 0 — 0 He — C — "̂7 C — 0 Me — C — —> C — 0
k - "  A -  i .

In cwmeetlon with the stabilities of the oyanohydrin» 
it is noteworthy that a similar order of stabilities la not
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obtained in the dlalkyl ketones (Lapworth and Manske, loo. 
oit.), nor is there a sudden ehange in the rate of acid- 
oatolysed prototropy of aliphatic ketones {Mweon and Wheat
ley, J.C.S., 1910, 2?» 2048). Thia points to the oonolusion 
that some factor necessary for hydrogen bond formation is 
absent in these oases, and the work described below on the 
alkaline hydrolysis of esters offers a clue to the explanation.

Having thus obtained further knowledge regarding the 
influence of alkyl groups R upon the base-catalysed prototropy 
of a series of ketones, R.OHg.COPb, an investigation of the 
alkaline hydrolysis of the efckyl esters of a number of satur
ated alipiiatic acids was undertaken. The hydrolyses were 
carried out in aqueous alcohol in exactly the same manner 
as the work on the substituted ethyl benzoates described in 
Section II, and analysis of the results by use of the modified 
Arrhenius equation, k « PEe  ̂ t was resorted to, in order 
to gather the maximum possible information.

The results are tabulated below and include the velocity 
coefficients (in U/^-wl-'-aeo. ) at three temperatures for 
twelve esters, together with the energies of activation 
obtAined from the Arrhenius line, which was accurately 
followed in each ease.
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Ethyl eater kggXlO^ W i o ^ kgpXlO^ 1 cale
Acetic 6.21 13.6 38.7 14,200
Propionic 3.63 8.31 24.7 14,500
n-Butyrie 1.72 3.94 12,2 15,000
Isobutyrio .901 1.84 5.72 14,500
n-Valerio 1.92 4.42 13.3 14,700
Isovaleric .427 1.02 3.34 15,700
Methylethylaoetio .308 .735 2.36 15,400
Triaethylaoetio .0254 .0635 .241 16,500
n-nexoic 2.08 4.81 14.5 14,800
Biethylacetie .0157 .0409 .154 17,400
n-Heptoio 1.79 4» 06 12.7 15,000
n-Ootoio 1.84 4.30 13.3 15,000

At a given temperature the velocity ooefficiento for 
the alkaline hydrolysis of the ethyl esters of the straight 
chain fatty acide in 85# alcohol decrease regularly from 
acetic to n-butyric esters and then rezimln almost constant 
to n-octoic ester. laobutyric ester hydrolyses about four 
times more slowly than propionic; isovaleric and m-methyl- 
butyric esters are still slower, whilst triiaethylaootio and 
di-dthylaoetio esters are markedly slow* Similar results at 
one temperature have been recorded by Eeioher (Annalen, 1885» 
228. 257 et seq.) and by Siadler (ibid, 1927, i&2, 90f Bar., 
1937, 61, 2792).

She plot of t against log kgg is shown in Fig. 12, which
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clearly Indicates that cm the whole the changes in velocity
are due mainly to changes in activation energy. In all esters
which are branched at Cq., however, there appears to be a 
definite fall in P. In actual dimension this fall is not 
considerable (? increases about six-fold in passing fro® 
ieo-butyrie to propionic ester), but in view of the reproduc
ibility of the results (the estimated experimental error in 
k is il.5j&) and the remarkable constancy of P for the normal 
esters, it is held that this decrease must bo considered in 
any interpretation of the results.

The mechanism of the reaction under study has been dis-
ousaed in Section II, p.Sl) and for the saturn ted aliphatic 
esters is represented as

0 ^0“
a  - C  OH H  « C  -  Q )  H  X l - C O O  + Et OB

\ oat '' /bat
The measured energy of activation is again assumed to be that
associated with the production of the transition complex,

^ 0H - C - OB, whilst changes in the non-exponential factor, P, ^OHtOf the kinetic equation are determined very largely by vari
ation of the proportion of this complex which actually yields 
the reaction products.

On this view, an increase in the elcctron-repulsion of 
the alkyl group, R, should cause a rise in the energy of 
activation for the base-catalysed hydrolysis owing to the 
tendency to Increase the electron density around carboxyl 
carbon. The gradual rise in S, to a maximum at about n-butyrio
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as the normal series is ascended, is in aoeord with the 
increasing inductive influence in the series

Me < St < n - Fr <1 n - Bui 
any further variation in the +I effect in the higher n-csters 
being too small to be detected. Iso-valeric ester Iiae a 
value of f! greater than that for the normal ester by about 
1,000 cals,, a result which should be oompared with the high 
energy of activation for the base-catalysed prototropy of 
iso-valerophenone (compared with that of n-valerophenone), 
both of which may be accounted for by the higher inductive 
effect of the isobutyl group in the branched chain than that 
of the n-butyl group in the atrslght chain compound,

A noteworthy obeervation, however, is the equality of 
the energies of activation for Isobutyrio and propionic 
eaters. This is especially aignificant in view of the vari
ations noted above and Indicates the total eleotron-repulsion 
of the ioopropyl group la the former, and the ethyl group 
in the letter, must be equal in the aystem under consider
ation. The equality (a) of the values of E for the acid-

 --
catalysed prototropy of isobutyrophenone and propiophenone 
(Evans, loc.cit.) and (b) the dissociation constants of iso
butyrio and propionic acids (Dippy* In the press) are results 
which are completely in harmony with the above observation. 
The energies of activation found in the present work for 
the alkaline hydrolysis of the esters R.COOBt, where R is
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varied, atand in the order
CH- <  M e C H o  —  M e g C H  << 

this la in lisrinony with the order of the diasociation eonatanta 
of the oorrasponding acids. It appears reasonable to assume 
that the same influences are operating in both oases, and 
for the acids it has already been pointed out by Dippy (loo. 
oit.) that th® résulta can be explained on the basis of the 
normal inductive effect together with the new type of 
elcotron-release of alkyl groups postulated by Baker and 
Hatimn (loc.cit.)» In the eaters the increase la the +1 
effect, when ethyl is changed to Isopropyl, is balanced by 
the decrease in the new type of eleotron release, so that 
the total eleotron repulsion ie the same in both groups*-

H Me
I'". i

Ue — —) C — ) C Œ ij --•> C C a 01 \...T
V~ M

The value of K for ethyl methylethylacetats is not 
unusually large, but that for ethyl diethylacetate, which la 
higher tîian the activation energy for ethyl trimethylacetate 
by nearly 1,000 cals., is surprisingly high. There epoears 
to be no obvious reason why the inductive effect of stpCH- 
should be higher than that of MejC— (it is to be expected 
that tertiary groupe in general have higher inductive effects 
than secondary groups (of. Hughes and Ingold, loc.cit., and 
Hughes, -J.A.C.a., 1335, g%, 70Sj), and there appears to be
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here some abnormal influoaee due to th® preseno® of the tiro 
ethyl radielee In ethyl diethylaoetate. The result la 
reminleoent of the unueually high strength of dlethylsnlline

« 7.09 compared with that of ethyl ©ethyl aniline, 5,98, 
and of dimethylanlline, 5.06; Hall and Sprinkle, d.A.C.S., 
1932, M .1 3469) and also of the low reactIvlty of diethyl- 
aniline with alkyl bromide (Thoms, J.C.S,, 1913, 103. 594). 
Owing to lack of data, however, any attempt at explanation 
of this peculiarity is not Justified at present.

Sith regard to the variationn in the non-oxponential 
factor, F, found in the present work, it has been noted that 
iso-butyric and trimethylaoetic esters have a value of F 
lower by about one-sixth that of the normal esters. Kiia 
decrease in the probability factor for the hydrolysis of 
ethyl iaobuty%%tc, compared with that for ethyl acetate, has 
previously been indicated by the results of Howling and 
Hlnabelwood (J.C.H., 1936, 1357) for both acid and base- 
catalysed hydrolysis, and it is now suggested that the 
smaller F ie due to hydrogen bond formation between the p- 
corbon and carboxyl oxygen, a proeeos which, as shown pre
viously (Section II, p.59 , also thia Section, p.'iT ) may 
be supposed to take place aiaultanSouoly with approach of 
catalyst to the ester molecule. The transition complex is 
then a resonanoe hybrid which includes the forms 711 and 7IÎI.
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Introduction of the eaooad f.̂ eth,yl group thus causes a de- 
creaoe in the teadency for anionisation of ethoxyl (a neceoeary 
condition for alkaline hydrolyois, oee Section II, p . ), 
owing to the reduced facility for the elootromeoc shifts
©-vi ^- G - 0; t» In the aliphatic caters it appears that branch
ing at the œ-oarbon is essential for formation of the hydrogen 
bond in the transition complex, a condition which suggests 
the neoaesity for restricting the movement of the carbon atom 
concerned in the bond. In th© phenyl alkyl ketones and the 
orthQ-substituted benzoic estera (Geetion II) this restriction 
is obtained by the presence of the banaene nucleus. In the 
former, the phenyl occupies one position on the carbonyl 
carbon, thus restraining the movement of the alkyl chain, 
whilst in the benzoic esters the ortho group is similarly 
restricted in its zwvement in space by tus nuclear linkage 
with earbethoxyl. Given the necessary damping of the oacill- 
ation of the alkyl chain, the lower potential energy of the 
resonanoe structure (compared with that of the normal form ae 
in formulae I, III, ? and VII) will cause the complex to take
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up the ring structure, which will be retained until further 
transformation tc products or reactants occurs»

As a result of the participation of 7111 in the reson
ance hybrid, the negative charge (partial) on the p-carboa 
will outweigh any effect due to the small variations in the 
inductive influence of the group & (i.e. R.COOIt)* Renee 
the P factor for isobutyrVc is the saae oa that for trlmethyl- 
acetic eater (the points for these two compounds in Pig, 12 
lie on a line which rune parallel to the line through the 
point for othylacetate with slope -g.BOlRT). In methylethyl
aoetio and diethylaeetio esters, however, there is a distinct 
tendency for P to increase from the lower to the value associ
ated with the n-aliphatic esters. The explanation for this 
is not certain, but it may be due to a smaller tendency in 
this System for hydrogen bond formation in g-aethylone [as 
in (0Rj0H2)2qR.000mtj than in 0-methyl (as in {GH^)gCH.COOBtj.

The formation of a hydrogen bond appears to be neoeseery 
for a complete explanation of the results recorded above. The 
effect referred to by Baker and Hathan (loc.cit.), although 
capable of interpreting the olmnges in energies of activation, 
is not sufficient to account for the peculiar variations in 
the non-exponential factor, f, of the kinetic equation. The 
presence of a hydrogen bond in the ketone-oatalyst or ester- 
catalyst complex may be regarded as probable for the following 
reasonst-
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(i) The poeltion of the 0-hyârogen with respect to 
carboxyl oxygen appears to be auoh as to make interaction 
easy.

(il) The sudden rise in 1 from aeetophenone to propio
phenone in the acid-catalysed prototropy is unparalleled 
throughout the investigation and requires acme powerful 
influence to explain its oeourrenoe*

(Hi) The hydrogen bond would be expected to influence 
the E in the aold-eatalyeed change but not in the base- 
catalysed reactions - an expectation which is quite in harmony 
with the observations that the activation energies in the 
latter process fall in the anticipated order of eleotron 
repulsion.

(Iv) The hydrogen bond offers a reasonable explanation 
of the rise in F from aoetophenone to propiophenone in the 
Boid-oatalyeed prototropy, ae opposed to the fall in the base- 
catalysed change.

In all the transition complexes desoribed In this 
section, the postulated hydrogen bond leads to the formation 
of a five-membered "chelate ring", whereas in the transition 
complex in the alkaline hydrolysis of ethyl o-toluate, the 
ring formed has six members. However, in the case of the 
complexes formed by the catalyst with a phenyl alkyl ketone 
or a satuM&ted aliphatic ester, the rings contain single bonds 
only, whilst in the o-toluic ester complex the "chelate ring"
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possesses either one or two bonds whiob approximate in 
nature to double btmde. This differenee will be refleeted 
in the natural valenoy angles (of whiob, unfortunately, we 
have no preoise knowledge in the oases oited), and the 
electron-donating oxygen will react with the hydrogen atom 
which la most favourably placed.
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IXFBaiMBEÏAI

PaiFAMflQS 0? MATIHIALS

Esters.
Ethyl henaoate, m-sstinobeneoate, aeetate, propionate, 

isohutyrate, n-bntyrate, eaproate, iaovalerate, heptoate and 
oetoate were all puroliased (ethyl benzoate froa Mesare.
Hopkln & Williams, ethyl acetate from Messra. Boots end the 
others from Messrs« British Drug Houses), and purified by 
repeated distillation. The boiling points of the purified 
esters are recorded below:

Ethyl benzoate, I03V 20 mn. (Perkin, J.G.S,, 1896, 69, 1174,gives 211,7®-211,9V76077
" la-aainobensoate, 144®/5 mm. (Müller, Ber., 1886, 3J, 149^gives 294^/760).
" acetate, 77°/760 mm. (Young and Fortey, J.C.S., 1903, 83,47, give 77.2°).
" propionate, 98°/760 am, (Linemaan, Annalen, 1371, 160,219, gives 98.8°).
" n-butyrate, 120°/760 mm. (Sobiff, Annalen, 1883, 220, 111,gives 120°),

iaobutyrate, 110°/760 mm. (Sohiff, ibid, b.p. 110°).
" isovalerate, 134.1°/760 ram. (Schumann, Ann, der Phys.,

1381, SP12, 42, gives b.p. 134.3°).
" eaproate, 165°/760 mm. (Lieben, Rossi, Annalen, 1873,122, give 166°).
" heptoate, 114°/80 mm. (Henry, Rec.Trav.Ghim., 1905,

362, gives 187°-188°/760).
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Ethyl oetoate, 104°/30 sBs. (van Eeneaee, Annalen, 1374, 171,
382, gives 207°-208<>/?53 ).

Ethyl 0- and g-ohlorob<maoat®, o- and gMaethylbenzoate, o- 
aminobenzoate, n~valerste and diethyl-aoetate were all pre
pared by eeterifioation of the eorraeponding aoid by the 
Pieoher-Speier method. In the oase of the o- and m-ohloro- 
and 0- and m-methyl-benaoic abide, 50 grae. of the aoid were 
dissolved in 100 g. of absolute alcohol and 12.5 c.o. of 
strong sulphuric acid added. The mixture was refluxed on a 
water-bath for a certain time, the times required for estér
ification la the individml oasee being as follows 

a~chloro~ and m-«ethylbenaoic acide, 6 hours, 
o-cbloro- and o-methylbensoio acids, 9 hours.

In the case of the o-aminobenxoic, n-valerio and diethylaoetic 
acids, which are more difficult to esterify, 50 g. of the 
acid were dieeolved In 200 g. absolute alcohol and refluxed 
with 25 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid. The times 
required were:- o-amlnobensolc acid, 50 hours; n-valerio 
aoid, 30 hours; diethylaoetic sold, 24 hours.

After refluxing, the solution in each case was cooled 
and poured into four times its volume of water, neutralised 
with washing soda and finally extracted with ether. The 
ethereal solution of ester was dried over anhydrous sodium 
sulphate and the ether removed. Finally, the ester was
purified by fractionation at reduced pressure at least three
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times. The yield la each oase was 90# of the theoretical, 
oaloulated on the amount of organic acid employed; in the 
case of the amino-eeter, however, the yield was only 50#♦
The boiling pointa of the pure esters are given in the follow
ing tableI-

Ethyl o-chlorobeneoate, 130°/20 atm, (Gluts, Annalen, 1867,143. 196, gives 243°/760).
« o-mfithylbea*oate, 110°/17 sm, (Ferkin, J.C.S., 1896, 62,

1177, gives 227°/760.
" m-chlorobeneoate, 121°/20 mm. (Limprieht, v.Olear,

Annalen, 1357, lg2, 262, gives 245^60).
" m-methylbeasoate, 110°/20 m *  (Perkin sen., J.C.S,, 1907,

21, 845, gives 231°/750).
n-valerate, 145°/760 mm. (lieben, Soeai, Annalen, 1873,, 117, give 145°/760).

” diethyl&cetate, 151°/760 mm. (Saieew, Annalen, 1^8, I93,352, gives 151°}.
" o-amlaobenaoBte, 105°/5 mm. (0.Ochmldt,_Ber., 1903, 36.2476, gives 137.5^ 13(g).

Ethyl 0-, g- and ^-nitrobonaoates were purchased from Messrs, 
British Drug Houses and purified by a series of recryetallls- 
ationa from 70# alcohol. In the oaae of the low-melting g- 
nitro ester, solution was made in alcohol at 30° and then 
cooled in a freezing mixture. In each case the crystals, 
after filtering off, were dried by standing over oalolum 
chloride in a vacuum desiccator for a few days. The following 
were the melting points obtained1
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o-Sitroben*oate - anow-white neadlea - had a*p* 30.5°» „
(Bailotein, Ktihlbarg, Annalen, 1872, ||2* 137, give 30°),

zs-Hltrobensoate - pale yellow tranaimrent plates - had m.p. 
42°. o(Tttfel, Saooh, Ber», 1890, 2̂ , 1551, a.p. 43 ).

o-Hitrobenaoate - isaile yellow flakea - had m*p» 57°» .(Ellbrand, Boilatein, Annalen, 1863, 128, 262, give 57°).

Ethyl<-g-f luorobenaoate.
The o-fluorobsnKoio aoid vme first prepared from antliran- 

ilio aoid, aocording to the Baltz-Sohiemann method previously 
employed by Dippy and Williams (1,0.8., 1934, 1466). 250 C,o,
of 10# hydroohlorlo mold were added to 60 g» of anthranilie 
acid in 200 o#c, of water. The mixture was kept below 0°, 
whilst an aqueous solution oontaining 30 g. of sodium nitrite 
was added gradually with vigorous stirring. After complete 
addition of nitrite the solution was kept cool for about half 
an hour and was then poured gradually, with constant stirring, 
into 96 g, of 40# hydroflttoborio acid solution. The precipit
ate of diazonium borofluoride, which formed on standing, was 
filtered off, collected and dried for three weeks in a vacuum 
deelocator over oalolum chloride* About 500 g. of anthranilie 
acid was treated in this way 1» batches of 60 g, each. The 
borofluoride was decomposed as followst- a 2-lltre r.b. flask 
fitted with a long vertical condenser was placed in an oil- 
bath maintained at 125°0, and the borofluoride added in small 
amounts at a time. On completion of the decomposition, the 
tarry residue in the flask was extracted by boiling with
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aqueous eodium oarbonate solution anâ filtering. She filtrate 
was acidified with hydrochloric acid and on cooling crystals 
of o-fluorobenaoic acid were deposited» The crude acid was 
boiled with water containing animl oharooal and on filtering 
and cooling white oryatals of pure o-fluorobenzoic acid were - 
obtained having a.p. 126® (Dippy and Williams (loo.cit.) gave 
126,5®)» The aeid was then eetcrified by the method of 
fischer and Speler under the same oonditions as those described 
for the g-ohloro-aoid, field, 15#^ calculated on the amount 
of anthranillo sold used. The ester, after being purified by 
fractionation, had b*p. 105®/X0 ma.

Ethyl 'g*-flaorobenaoate was prepared according to the method of 
Sohlemann and Winkelatiller (Organic Syntheses, Vol» XIÎI, p.
52 ) » 60 (t« of ethyl -̂ajainobenssoate were dieaolved in a 
solution of 110 0,0» of concentrated hydrochloric acid in 
260 o.e. of water, and 30 g, of sodium nitrite in aqueous 
solution gradually added to the cooled liquid. After complete 
addition, the diaaotised solution was added to 75 g, of 40^ 
hydroflttoroborlfceeil solution, as in the previous case, and the 
precipitate oolleoted and dried rigorously* This was then 
decomposed in the manner described in the preparation of o- 
fluobensoio acid* The product was steam distilled and the 
p-fluoro-ceter isolated from the distillate by extraction with 
ether. On distillation under reduced pressure a colourless 
oil was obtained, boiling at 105°/30 asa,, which formed trans-
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parent plates melting at 26® (Dippy and filllam®, loo.cit., 
give a.p* 26®), Yield, 25# theoretical, oaleulated on the 
amotmt of ethyl jgHaminohenaoate*

Bthyl trimethylaoetate.
frimethylacetie acid was first obtained by the method 

of Puntaabeker and Zoellner (Organic Syntheses, Coll, vol., 
p.510). The Grignard reagent fonaed from 116 g. of tertiary 
butyl chloride and 31 g, of magnesium in 650 c.c. anhydrous 
ether was treated with carbon dioxide under pressure until 
saturated, and the resulting solution was decomposed with 25# 
aqueous sulphuric acid. The main bulk of organic acid was 
froeen out of solution and filtered off, and the remining 
liquor was distilled until no more oily liquid came over.
The distillate was salted out and the organic acid extracted 
with other» The main bulk of the acid was added to the ether
eal solution which was dried by standing in contact with 
calcium chloride. On removal of the solvent the crude aeid 
remained, which on distillation gave 53 gm. of trisethylaoetic 
acid, boiling at 162®-165® (Puntcmbekcr and Zoellner, loo,cit., 
give b.p. 162®-165®), Yield of pure acid, 52#, calculated on 
the amount of tertiary-butyl chloride, A 40 g. sample of the 
acid was then eaterlfied, using tlte same conditions as for 
o-aminobeneoie mold. The eater was purified by rediatillation 
at ordinary pressure, which gave a colourlese liquid of boil
ing point 119®A60 mm. (Butlercw, Annalen, 1874, 173. 379,
gives b.p. 118.5°/76Q ats.), Yield of pure ester, omloulated
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on, th« amount of trlaothylacetic aeid.

Mothylethylsoetlo aeid was prepared from diethyl methyl- 
ethylmalonate (of. Conrad, Biaohoff, Annalen, 1880, 202, 151) 
The aalonie eater warn hydrolysed with 56# potassium hydroxide 
solution containing twice the required quantity of KOH.
The resulting solution was neutralised and the acid isolated 
as its calcium salt. The calcium salt was then decomposed 
with strong hydrochloric acid and the acid extracted with 
ether. The ethereal solution was dried, the aolvont dis
tilled off and the dicarboxylio aeid was then heated to 130® 
to drive off carbon dioxide, The remaining mono-carboxylic 
acid was distilled over and the fraction, of b.p. 173®, was 
collected. This was eetcrified in the some way as described 
for trimethylaoetlo acid. Yield of ester from 23 g* of acid, 
70#. The pure ester had b.p. 132®/760 m .  (ïagensteohen, 
Annalen, 1879, 1^» 3,20, gives b&p. 133.5®/'t60).

Ketones.
âoetophenoae was purchased and was purified by freezing 

out several times, and finally distilling under reduced 
pressure. The pure substance formed tz%nsparent plates, m.p. 
19,6 (Evans, Morgan and Watson, J.G.S., 1935» 1172, giv# m.p, 
19.6).
gropiophenoac.

Bor a sample of this compound the author is indebted to
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Dr. D. P. IVana* On being reorystslllBCd fro® petrol ether 
and diatllled at 30 am, it gave a eolourlese oil freezing to 
transparent plates, m.p, 18.5® (Bvana, J.C.S., 1936» 788» 
m.p. 10.6®),

n-Butvrophenone,
This waa prepared by the trlodel-Crafta prooeaa from n- 

btttyryl chloride. The acid chloride vmc first prepared by 
adding 38 g, of the acid very gradually to 47 g. of thlonyl 
chloride, placed in a diatilling flask fitted with a reflux 
condenser. On complete addition the mixture was refluxed 
for about half an hour and then distilled twice, the fraction 
having b.p, 100®**102® being collected.

25 (à> of the acid ohlorlde were then added gradually 
to a mixture of 30 g, of dry powdered aluminium chloride,
34,5 g. of dry benzene and 125 g. of freahly-distilled carbon 
disulphlde, in an apparatus protected fr<«a moisture. On 
complete addition, the reaction mixture was heated to drive W  
off all hydrogen chloride fumes, and the carbon dlsulphide 
was then dletilled off. The assidue was cooled and thrown 
into a mixture of 200 c.c. of'^conocntrated hydrochloric acid 
and crushed ice, Aitor vigorous stirring, the oily layer m»s 
eepaiuted, the aqueous layer extracted with ether, and the 
ethereal extract added to the oil. The ethereal solution was 
washed with water twice, with 10# caustic soda three times 
and finally with water three tlmea. It was then dried over
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ealoiua chloride* On removing the ether and dietilling 
several times under reduced pressure, the ketone was obtained 
as a oolourleas oil which* when frozen out, gave white plates, 
îiavlng m.p. 12.0® (Evans, loc.oit., gives m.p. 12,2®), Yield, 
65# of theoretical, oalouleted on the amount of acid chloride.

Ieobutyroohenone.
This was prepared from isopropyl bromide and benao- 

nitrile. The Grignard reagent formed from 10 g. of magnesium 
and 47 o.o, isopropyl bromide in 250 c.c, of anhydrous ether 
was treated with 22 o.o, of bensonitrile diaoolved in 50 o.o, 
of anhydrous ether* and the mixture was refluxed for six 
hours. The compound was then hydrolysed by the addition of 
25# Bulphurio add and the ether layer run off. The crude 
ketone was Isolated by distillation, and any possible tzaces 
of bensonitrile present in the ketone ware removed by first 
fractionating àt low pressure and then refluxing the distill
ate for about two hours in 33# stJlphurio add. The ketone 
was isolated by making the solution alkaline with oaustlo soda 
and steam-distilling. Finally, purification of the isobutyro- 
phenone was effected by several distillations in vaouo, which 
yielded a colourless oil, b.p, 120®/32 mm. (Evans, loo.dt., 
gives b.p. 97.5®/10 Bma, ), Yield, 40# theoretical, oaloulated 
on the amount of alkyl chloride.
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Isovalaroghanofle was prepared froa’iaobutyl bromide and 
benaonitrlle In the «âme manner as Isobatyrophenono. 
Purification by repeated distillation in vacuo gave a colour
less oil, b.p. 126®/20 mm. Yield,

n-Valerophanons wae similarly prepared in 45# yield tram n- 
butyl ohlorlde and bensonitrile. The pure substance was a 
oolourleos oil, b.p, 120®/9 m .  (Bvans, loc.oit., 130®/16 mm.).

Reaction Medium for Bydrolyaes.
The medium used throughout for the alkaline hydrolysis 

of esters coaeiated of 85# aqueous ethyl alcohol by weight, 
and was made up as followsi- Rectified spirit was first 
shaken vigorously with freshly-precipitated silver oxide, 
the mixture was filtered and the filtrate was allowed to 
stand over freshly-baked lime for a few weeks, fh« alcohol 
was then distilled off in an apparatus guarded from moisture 
by tubes filled with calcium chloride. The silver oxides 
removes impurities such as aldehydes, etc, by oxidising them 
to acids, and the lime removes acids and water. The exact 

c.o«âpoiiti»n of the alcohol was determined by a density aeaauroment 
and the alcohol w s  then diluted to the required oonoentxmtion 
by adding conductivity water, which waa kindly provided by 
Mr. J. B* Page, B.So. The composition of the medium was 
finally checked by another density determination. Using this 
procedure it was possible to reproduce the medium with 
auffioient accuracy. The density values for the different
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batobe# of aqueous aloohol used in the velocity détermin
ations being as follows«-

d f  . .83140 (84.8#)
.20
‘4 ' .83130 (84.85#)

»4 , .83090 (05.02#)
^20
*4 “ .83050 (85.20#)

The medium was used at each temperature, the eorreotion for 
expansion of solvent being neglected since it is ooapaxatively 
email*

Hydrolysing solution.
KThe hydrolysing agent employed consisted of 5 oeustic 

soda, made up in the medium. "Analar* caustic soda was dis
solved in the alcoholic medium in the required proportion
and the solution filtered once through a sintered glass funnel 
to remove cloudiness* The alkali was accurately standardised 
at each temperature iiaaediately before use,

Yg hydrochloric acid solution was mde up from oonatant boil--------- ----:------- ----- - S
Ing lïydrochloric aoid and Btandardiaed against %  oaustlo soda 
solution*

20 oaustlo soda solution.
This solution was made from “Analnr” oaustlo soda pellets

and stored in a 12-litre.aspirator fitted with soda-lime tubes.
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A burette having a two-way tap w o  employed in the titrations, 
The oaustlo soda solution was standardised against ^  hydro- 
ohlorie aoid, wbioh had been standardised gravlmetrloally by 
preeipltation as silver ohlorlde,

Determination of the velooitles of alkaline hydrolysis of
si#a , i e ' » s ms ' w#" - ##  '##»#*ii iis iu a.»  nii » \m ',' n >»,■ JSn^ i ê . * w*k-e.v*>s,s.»Wis>s » ^ sia

The three thermostats employed were set at 25®, 35° and 
50° respectively and were kept to within -io5° of these 
tempemtures by means of toluene-gas thermo—regulators. It
was decided to study the reaction as a bimolecular one and 
not as pseudo-unimolecular, as was done by Ingold and Nathan 
(J.C.S,, 1936, 222), In all measurements the concentrations 
of the two reactants were made exactly equivalent, so that 
the value of kg is given by

t a(a *• Xj

Procedure,
The requiroil weight of eater ( calculated from the strength 

of the ̂  oaustlo soda solution) was weighed into a 100 o.o. 
standard stoppered flask and placed in the thermostat. The 
ester was made up to 75 o.o, with the reaction medium. After
standing for a short time, until thermal equilibrium was

Hattained, 25 o.o, of 5 caustic soda (made up in the medium at 
the temperature of the bath) were added and the solution shaken 
vigorously. Zero time was taken at half delivery of the 
caustic soda solution* At measured intervals 10 o.o, aamplee
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of the reaction mixture w®r® removed with a pipette aad run
Hinto 18 c.c. of Yg hydrochloric aoid to arrest the rcaotlon.

The excess aoid was then titrated with oaustic soda solution, 
using hrofflothymol blue ae indicator. Each end point in a ran 
was matched against a colour standard consisting of 15 c.c. 
of a freshly prepared sodium bensoate solution in 15 o.o, of 
50# aqueous alcohol containing the same amount of indicator 
as used in the titration. Tlie aocuraoy of the veloelty oo- 
effieients is estimated as ±1.5#, except in the oase of the 
rapid reactions of the nitro-bensoic esters. In every case 
the Arrhenius straight line was followed closely. Owing to 
the rapidity with which the m- and jt-nltrobenzolo estera are 
hydrolysed, measurements at 50° were impracticable. The 
velocity coefficients are expreaaed r; m  -- Sue.

Indicator.
The selection of a suitable indicator for the titration 

of the weak organic acids in alcoholic solution presented some 
difficulty. A weak organic acid requires an indicator chang
ing at a pK value of about 7-8* At the same time it is essent
ial that the indicator should be unaffected as far as possible 
by atmospheric or other carbon dioxide. Another factor which 
had to be considered was the effect of the preeenoe of alcohol 
on the end-point. The following la a list of Indioators which 
were considered
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Indicator g-H range

1. Laoaoid 4-6
2. Eromoorcaol green 3*2 - 5*2
3. Methyl red 5-7
4. OroBOl red 7-9
5. Phenol red 6-8
6. Fhenolphthaletn 5,5 - 7.5
7. Broaothynol blue 6-8

Of the above 1, 2 and ^ were rejected ae bolng tujeloao
in titrating weak acide. A practical ooraparleon was made of

Mthe last four, as followst- 10 o*e» samples of vz aqueous
Sbeneoio acid solution were titrated with aqueous alkali in

the presence of each indicator. The operation was repeated 
in the presence of 33# alcohol, and the two sets of results 
were compared. Phenolphthalein was found to give slightly 
high results in the presence of alcohol| oresol red showed 
a tendency to be affected by carbon dioxide on standing, thus 
making it rather difficult to match end-points. Both bromo- 
thymol blue and phenol red, however, were found to give accur
ate results in both water and alcoholic solution. Bromothymol 
blue was finally chosen because the intermediate aliades of 
green at the end-point are more easy to detect than the reddish* 
violet êf phenol red.
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Determination of the velooltlaa of baao-eatalyBed prototropy ofZSaîbnQB, —  -

Medium (
The medium ueed for these measurements consisted of 75# 

(by volume) of aqueous acetic acid, containing 20 g. of sodium 
acetate per litre as basic catalyst, and was made up separ
ately at each temperature. Acetic aoid was first purified 
by the method of Orton and Bradfield (J.O.S,, 1927, 903), 
by standing for Welve hours over chromic oxide in the prca- 
enoe of a little acetic anhydride (to remove moisture)  ̂after 
heating the mixture gently for an hour, the acid was distilled 
through a column. 750 C.c. of pure acetic acid (at the bath 
temperature) were poured into a litre graduated flask contain
ing 20 g, of sodium acetate dissolved in some conductivity 
water. The flask was then imarsed in the thermostat and 
filled up to the mark with conductivity water. The medium 
was stored in Sinehester bottles Immersed in the thermostats.

Bromine.
A B.D.H. speolmsn of A.£. quality was sîiaken three times 

with distilled water emd allowed to stand for several hours 
under pure concentrated sulphuric aoid) softer separation it 
was distilled in an all-glass apparatus, neglecting head and 
tail fractions (of. Watson, J.C.S., 1925, 2067).

Measurements.
The technique used was the same as that described by
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Morgan and Watson (J.C.S*, 1335, 1174). The ketone {.IM) was 
weighed into a clean, dry 100 c.c, flask and the solation 
made up to approximately 90 c.c. with medium at the required 
temperature. The flask was then filled up to the mark with 
a solution of bromine in the medium at the bath temperature, 
of oonoentratlon approximately ,05K (to become ,005M in re
action mixture). The solution was shaken vigorously and 
allowed to stand in the thermostat. The reaction was followed 
by removing 20 o.o. samples of the liquid at measured intervals 
and running into excess aqueous potassium iodide solution,
containing about 50# excess potassium iodide over that required

ÏÎfor complete removal of the free bromine, and 20 c.c. of J 
hydrochloric aoid* The latter was added to neutralise the 
sodium acetate present in solution. The liberated iodine was

gfinally titrated with |q thiosulphate solution, using ataroh 
solution as indicator. In those oases where the bromoketone 
ia not very soluble, as in the higher ketones, it was found 
neoeeeary when approaching the end-point to add 5 o.o. of 
carbon tetrachloride and aliake vigorously, in order to liberate 
particles of iodine which bad become adsorbed by the globules
of bromo-ketone. The velocity ooeffiolenta of the broaination

Sexperiments are expreeoed as fail of SR thiooulphate titre per
minute for 20 c.c. of .IM-ketone solution.
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122.

Ethyl o-altrobengoate

50o

350

25o

Time
B«es. Titre kgxlO^ Tiae

aeoa. Titre kgxlO^

MCI « .06861? KaOH » .05O6N
.....  (a..... .. .04870)

292 7.33 33.4 132 5.72 35.5
452 8.38 39.2 257 7.15 40.2
592 9.05 39.5 612 9.13 39.7732 9.53 38.9 792 9.68, 30.5852 9.83 38.2 972 10.12 38.1

1,032 10.21 38.3 1,212 10.53 37.9

(a » .0494) '
610 6.52 12.9 702 6.85 13.2910 7.35 12.8 1,002 7,65 12.9

1,215 8.00 12.6 1,322 8.20 12.6
1,510 8,50 12.2 . 1,632 8.79 12.6

(20)1,810 8.96 12.6 2,112 22,82 12.32,290 9.42 12,1 2,712 9.80 12.0

(a m .13496) .. . ..... —

BCl » ,06a6N H01 » .0668H
580 5.20 6.03 560 4.70 5.49

1,390 6.48 5.47 .1,210 5.81 5.432,230 7.42 5.42 2,110 6.91 5.332,760 7.88 5.32 2,675 7.42 5.243,550 8.45 5.23 3,300 7.95 1.30
5,410 9.39 5.05 5,440 8.98 4.92

(50) “ 38.8 X 10“^
kg (35) * 12.75 X 10“^
kg (25 * 5.41 X 10"^



123

35°

25°

Sthyl ia~nltrotaengOBte

Time
seos.

HCl » .0667Hf mon « .05061

Titre kgxlO^Titre kgXlO^ Time
seoe.

___ « ,0490)
133 7.24 96.4 130 7.31 101
193 8,20 99.6 253 8.91 102
258 8.83 96.9 368 9.95 111
528 10,44 97.8 493 10.39 102
608 10.72 98.5 608 10,82 104

___ .(«,. __ t0492l___
188 6.26 43.7 128 5,55 43,5
373 7.76 43.2 253 6.86 43.2
548 8.74 44.2 368 7.68 42.4
733 9.38 43.2 553 8.70 43.0
908 9.80 42.0 728 9.36 43.1
1,093 10.20 42.2 913 9.80 41.7

(20)
1,268 23.68 42.2 1,213 10.40 42.0

^2 (35) “ 100 X 10~^
feg (25) “ -̂ 2.9 X 10-^



124.

35°

25°

Ettol p-altrobengoate 

liCl m .06671) mon « .0506»

Time«eoe. Titre fcgxiô Time eeoe.
Titre

,(a S3 ._.04#1)..
68 6.91 164 70 6.80 161
133 3.42 159 133 8.44 160
188 9.40 170 183 9.40 170
253 10.00 165 253 10.02 166
375 10.70 158 373 10.80 166

.. L# m .0483)
113 6,28 70.3 128 6,55 71.1
253 8.10 71.9 253 8.10 71.9
368 9.05 73.7 368 8.98 71,6

733 10,45 73.8 493
(20)

22.85 72.3
908 10,80 68.6 628 10.11 68.7

^2 (35) u 162 X 10“^
^2 (25) t» 72.0 X 10“^



Ithyl o-fluorobangORte

HC3. « .0667#? SaOH « .05061

125

500

35o

25o

Timesecs. Titre kgXlO^ Timeeeos. Titre JtgXlÔ

.r̂P-r-_...04X61-..-
312 6.02 21.4 240 5.70 22.6
680 7.56 21.1 570 7.20 21.2
890 8.24 21.3 340 8.06 20.6

1,460 9.36 20.8 1,150 8.80 20.0
1,900 9.85 20.6 1,425 9.30 21.1
2,415 10.15 19.0 1,690 9.64 21,1

.. " .._ x04I9l _
940 5.81 6.28 990 5.37 6.20

1,030 7.13 6,42 2,300 7,86 5.77
2,940 7.97 5.86 3.960 . 8.69 5.82
3,660 0.53 5.88 4,830 9.18 5.90

(20)
4,750 9.08 5.76 5,700 22.70 5.795,590 9.46 5,77 5,460 9.78 5.74

(« ®
2,200 6.02 2.72 2,630 6.01 2.344,480 6.88 2.34 3,760 6.07 2.797,020 7.86 2.29 5,950 7.82 2.298,940 8.51 2.33 8,970 8,48 2.34
14,000 9.44 2,28 14,400 9,50 2.28
18,000 10.99 2.30 18,000 10.13 2.33

^2 (50) 
^2 (35)
^  (25)

» 21.0 X 10'
a 5.81 X 10
« 2.32 X 10

-3
—3



126.

50®

35®

25

Ethyl a-methylbenzoate 

HCl « .G762E; mon » .Ü506H

TimeeeoB. Titre kgXlO^ Time
seca. Titre kgXlO^

, , ,(a, ,0444) _
1,350 6.34 4.72 1,295 6.15 4.333,780 8.20 4.54 5,325 0.95 4.545,460 9.02 4.57 7,240 9.65 4.62
7,320 9.63 4,51 9,040 10.10 4.599,150 10.12 4.59 11,200 10 41 4.36
12,510 10.81 4.75 13,000 10.78 4.61

(fi, » _,0452J...
2,885 5.40 1.19 6*350 6.49 1.20
4,050 5.77 1.17 9,810 7.24 1.176,730 6.54 1.16 13,300 7.94 1.20
13,240 7.89 1.18 24,330 9.22 1.1717,080 3.42 1.16 31,410 9.80 1.1936,060 10.10 1.20 36,120 10,10 1.20

,0455)
57,540 a.go .431 15,600 6.22 ,428
66,120 9,17 .424 85,080 9,75 .430
75,340 9.51 .432 93,600 9.92 ,424
89,400 9.87 .434 100,300 10.11 .404147,400 10,84 .439 116,400 10.37 .435159,240 11.01 .451 174,420 11.12 ,440

^  (50) “ 4.57 X 10~^
3cg (35) * 1.18 X 10 ^
^2 (25) “ 10"^



127.

50*

35®

Ethyl m-ohlorobengoate 

HCl « .0762W) HaOK = .

Tima ' aecs. litre kgXlO^ Timesaos. Titre kgxlO^

(a « .0444)
140 6.40 38.9 202 6.44 36.7540 8.42 36.1 360 7.53 37.7740 9.27 33.7 750 9.32 40.8960 9.81 37.8 935 9.76 39.21,330 10.52 40.2 1,160 10.20 39.21,500 10.73 40.1 1,360 10.50 39.2

. , , , , ( &  » , ..........,045171.............

540 6.23 12,1 465 6.06 12.6
1,110 7.45 11.4 880 7.05 11.7
2,445 9.22 11.7 1,490 8.20 12.12,700 9.49 11,8 2,956 9.73 12.1
3,020 9.71 11,8 3,730 10.18 12.14,020 10.30 11.8 4,570 10.58 11.75,090 10.68 11.6 5,455 10.90 11.7

25°  (a m .04549 )
1,395 6.25 4.85 1,500 6.33 4,732,470 7.28 4.79 2,580 7.35 4.755,010 8.81 4.76 5,175 8.89 4,77

(20)
7,335 22.70 4.60 6,360 9.40 4.89
10,550 10.36 4.70 10,560 10.38 4.7413,760 10,85 4.74 13,815 10.82 4.63

^  (50) » 39.6 X 10*^
^2 (35) a 11.8 * 10"^
^2 (25) a 4.77 X 10""̂



123.

50o

35®

25°

Ethyl p-fluorobenaoate 

HCl - .07621? mon a .05061

Time
«eoe. Titre kgxlO^ Time 

s«oe. Titre kgXlO^

. ,0487) ,
600 5.05 11.0 600 5.88 11,2

1,500 7.98 11,9 1,260 7.80 11.9
1,860 0,50 11,9 2,230 8.80 12.0

(20)2,340 22.21 12.2 2,910 9.58 11.9
3,040 9,60 11,4 3,870 10.20 12.2
3,930 10.20 12.0 . 4,680 10*50 11.7

... .0491)
2,470 6.03 3.03 2,405 6.14 3.29
4,650 7.49 3.16 4,590 7.50 3.22
6,930 8.53 3,26 9,690 9.23 3.14
11,550 9.67 3.19 11,460 9.68 3.23
13,500 10.00 3.18 15,300 10.30 3.24
15,800 10.20 3.00 19,320 10.73 3.22

....0431)
7,860 6,56

.

1.25 3,370 5.23 1.23
11,490 7,42 1.25 7,800 6.57 1.27
15,800 8,18 1,25 11,410 7.41 1.25
19,750 8.61 1.19 15,750 8,18 1.25
25,450 9.40 1.29 13,680 8.76 1.27
30,450 9.76 1.26 30,450 9.75 1.26

kg ( 5 0 )  • 12.0 X 10-3
kg (35j » 3.22 X 10~^
kg (25) « 1.26 X 10*"3



129.

50®

35t.O

25®

Ethyl m-amlaobengoatQ 

HCl « .06585* HsQH « .05Q2N

Time
aecB. •Titre

«
kgXlO^ Time

aeea. Titre kgXlO^

2,4204,6806,520
9,25011,61015,070

6.31
7.538.359.159.6410.15

3.573.22
3:263.21
3.133.13

2,5154,920
6,6409,25011,730
15,120

6.357.65a, 40 
9.17 9.67 10.20

3.513.223.26
3.24
3.173.17

.. [a • .0487)
9,410
19,130 6.327.66 ,937

.343
9,140 
18,350 6.157.02 ,887.842

24,78020,920
32,820

(20)
21.408.60
0.90

.842

.823.819
18,84024,59028,58032,670

7.618.228.563*80

.841♦924.815.816

__ (a » .0498)
63,94070,060
75,42084,36090,240151,200

8,13.8,32
8.538.753.90
9.98

.313.303

.312.305.304.289

64,00075,66034,48090,240151,400

8,118.50
8.778.90
10.04

.310

.307.307.303.297

kg (50) » 3.21 X 10 ^
kg (35) ** .830 X 10 ^
kg (25) » .308 X 10"^



130.

500

35°

25®

Ethyl o-aalnobemoate

HCl a .06580»? »iaOîï » .05G2S

Time Titre kgXlO^ Time 
,,eea@. Titre kgxlO^

(a « . .,049.21 _
'

14,10046,90053,94063,240

6.50 9.20 
9,54 . 9.90

.683.660

.657,662

22,63046,90054,04063,250

7.549.20
9.489.81

.684. .697 

.643.635

70,68077,700 , 10.10 
10.30

,651.653
70,72077,740

(20)
23.0810.27

.615

.643

(a a ,0496)
25,68033,760 4.796.94 ,148.145

25,680
90,240 4.797.13 .149 ' .146

96,360 (20)20.40 ,147 96,720 7.27 ,145

105,800
169,700199,900

(20)
21,638,68
9.15

.140

.147.151
106,740
170;460200,700

7.46
8.709.08

.142.148,146

, (a ... .0495)
352,300432.000 
518,400 604,800864.000

7.898.248,709,03
9.34

,0513.0483.0481
,0481
.0473

352.800432.000 518,400604.800864.000

(?o) 
20.83 8,20 8.66 9,00 
9 «84

.0478

.0473.0475,0469

.0473

kg (50) * *647 X 10"'̂
kg (35) » .146 * 10**̂
kg (25) « .0476 X 10“^



Sthyl Âoetalie

131.

Hci » ,0658a; m m  «

50o

35o

25o

Timeseoe. Titre 1k2%10 Time
sees. Titre kgxlO^

,0492
176 5.73 38.1 342 7.22 39.7321 7.05 39.2 517 8,23 39,8442 8.30 38.0 717 9,00 39.4
897 9.47 38,5 1,090 9.93 38.7

1,157 10.00 37.9 1,302 10.28 38.6
1,320 10.25

j « 37,7 1,717 10.77 37.9

m

517 5.87 14,2 352 6,90 14.0
1,495 8.15 13.4 1,460 3.13 13.91,890 0.78 13.7 1,740 a. 57 13.6
2,350 9.30 13.7 2,166 9.05 13.3
3,145 9.89 13.3 2,675 9.57 13.6
3,765 10.23 13.0 3,025 9.76 13.0

». *. .0433 ,
1,215 6.07 6.02 1,372 6.25 6.58
2,915 7.88 6.23 2,895 7.90 6,32
3,525 8.36 6.25 3,740 8.54 6.32
4,320 8.81 6.14 4,530 3.95 6,19
5,060 9.18 6.10 5,300 9.30 6.14
7,570 10.70 6.64 7,610 10.09 6,07

^2 (50) ” 39.7 % 10"^
kg (35) “ 13.6 X 10*3
kg (25) “ 6.21 * 10-3



132.

Stbyl groploaate

0506 » .0492

350

250

Timeseoe.

HGl » .,065311. , SaOI « ,05028
Titre kgxlO^Titre k2*lo3 Time

sees*
640 7.50 24.8 300 5.84 25.0
895 8.31 24.7 600 7.34 24.8

1,220 9.02 24.3 900 8.32 24.71,620 9.72 24.4 1,225 9.11 25.2
2,010 10.16 24.2 2,065 10.24 25.1
2,435 10.52 24.0 2,970 10.91 25.2

'
a »

1,220 6.50 8.55 1,405 6.79 8.45
1,585 7.21 8,41 2,010 7.63 3.40
2,320 7.94 8,26 2,620 8.23 8.22
2,325 8.43 3,27 3,240 8.89 8,70
4,205 9.38 8.28 3,700 9.08 8.27
5,265 9.91 3.41 4,950 9.70 8.12

..0498)
1,360 5.16

,............. .

3.92 3,535 6.99 3.693,380 S.84 3.71 5,250 7.88 3.61
(20)

4,935 20.80 3.71 6,435 8.41 3.60
6,275 8.33 3.59 7,890 8.90 3.61
9,395 9.30 3.59 9,540 9.33 3.58
*1,340 9.78 3.57 11,400 9.73 3*56

kg (50) 
kg ( 35) 
kg (25)

rsx

ta

24.7 % 10*^ 
0,31 * 10*3 
3.63 X 10*3



133

50°

35°

250

Ethyl laobutyrate

HCI » .0655Hi laOH « .0487K
kg«103 Titre kgXlO^

a » .0487 ___
1,770 7.00 6.39 1,720 7.07 6.78
2,555. 7.70 5.94 3,453 3.46 5.98
3,110 8.16 5.75 4,140 8.85 5.323,810 8,60 5.73 5,250 9.40 5.73
4,530 8,99 5.64 6,170 9.74 5.655,662 9.49 5.54 6,910 10.02 5.69

a w
3,340 6.05 2.13 3,480 6.11 2.11
5,460 6.95 2.01 8,090 7.97 1.87
9*940 8.21 1,87 11,220 3.56 1.90
12,070 8.65 1.84 13,320 8.90 1.84

(20)14,400 22.54 1.84 16,110 9.33 1.82
17,700 9.53 ■ 1.80 18,960 9.70 1.80

.0438)
8,440 6.17 .916 3,550 6.10 .909

(20)15,600 20.70 .811 14,780 7.18 ,830
19.620 7.81 .813 19,630 7.02 .81322,620 8.15 ,808 22,600 8.13 ,800
26,440 8.50 .795 26,840 8.54 .79629,710 8,76 .795 29,950 0,80 .701

kg (50) “ 5.72 X 10*3
kg (35) “ 1.84 X 10*^
kg ( 25 ) • ,001 X 10""3



134

50°

350

25°

Tim*

Ethyl tylaetii.ylaoetat*
801 » .0653W4 HaOH » .Ok%3M
. Titre kgXlO^ Time8*08. Titre

.0472

kg (50) “
'2 (35) 
kg (25)

.241, X 10*3 
,0635 % 10*3

« .0254 X 10-3

kgXlO

64,740 7.88 ,241 64,980 7.90 .24276,980 8.30 ,241 77,160 8.32 .242
36,220 3,61 .244 86,280 8.60 ,24397,560 8.90 .244 97,620 8,86 .239162,840 9.94 ,227 163,020 10.02 ,234177,040 10.20 .236 173,020 10.23 ,236

(» • ...............,0542).___________

237,900 7,44 .0658 68,700 4,58 .0685320,760 8.27 .0657 154,800 6.32 .0637403,200 3.81 .0635 241,200 7.41 .0641409,300 9.30 ,0628 500,400 9.41 .0641573,900 9.70 ,0639 586,200 9.92 .0643343,900 10,61 .0628 672,600 10.19 .0653

(» « ............,̂ 0546.)........._

436,600 6.77 .0255 436,600 6.35 .0262
659,400 7.55 .0250 659,400 7.55 .0258
916,800 8.41 .0248 916,800 8.51 .0253

1,003,200 8.70 ,0243 1,003,200 a.81 .0262
1,089,600 8.93 .0241 1,089,600 9.00 ,0247
1,257,000 9.40 .0255 1,257,000 9.53 .0263



135.

Sthyl n»batya*»te 
HCl « .0689 f SaOH «

lia*8*08, Titre kpXlO^ Tlm*oecs. Titre kgXlO^

50° . . ,0510)
5739901,380

6«40
7*638.48

12.412.112.1
6359901,410

6.567.628.60
12.012,1
12.3

1,7852,290
2,735

9.22
9.8510.20

12.3 12.2
12.4

1,800
2,2952,780

(20) 23.40 
9 82 
10.36

12,012.0
12.3

35° (a » .0523)
1,5752,5653,6204,800
6,0308,360

6.10
7.148.030.80
9.4110.18

4.00
3.91
3.93 3.953.94 3.81

1,8452,640
3,4036,1557,59010,280

6.28
7.258.06
9.4510,0210.68

3.733.98
3.93 3.923.94 3.00

25° .0528)
3,4807,32010,50013,30015,78018,000

6.037.753.649.279.7710.10

1.80 
1.77 1.72 
1.70 \ 1.74 

\l.73

3,6006,7809,660
12,57014,94022,560

6,10
7.458.429.10
9.6710,60

1,301.701.76
1,701.721.68

kg (50) “ 
^  (35) “ 
h  (25) “

12.2 X 10~3
3.94 X 10*3 
1.72 X 10~3



gthyl n~Yalara.te

136.

HCI # ,06S9ai BaOH » .0484N

50°

35o

25'

timeaeoB. titre kjjxlÔ kgxlO^

a « ,0563 a * a0485 '.
980 6.81 13*0 '

(20) 435 5.87 13.31,265 20.88 14.7 695 6,67 13.11,600 8.18 13,2 1,070 7.60 13,31,985 8,70 13.4 1,710 8,68 13.32,270 9.10 13,3 2,160 9.22 13.13,365 10.11 13.9 2,620 9.69 13.7

...(»____ ,0488)...
1,560 6.14 4,45 1,650 6.23 4,432,750 7.17 4.28 2,790 7.28 4.43
3,350 7.96 4.35 3,910 8,02 4.40
4,715 8.45 4.40 4,775 8.50 4.435,320 8.94 4,41 5,840 8.95 4.41
7,775 7.62 4,48 7,800 9.70 4.43

.(a . ,0491)_.....
4,380 6.48 1,94 2,630 5.58 1.916,010 7.12 1,94 4,700 6 . 60 1,92
7,940 7.70 1.90 6,300 7.20 1.91
9,690 8.20 1.93 3,240 7.90 1.9111,660 9.62 1.93 11,980 8.66 1.90
13,660 9.03 1.96 13,980 9.08 1.79

kg (50) " 13.3 X 10"*̂
kg (35) * 4.42 * 10""3
3̂2 (25) ” 1.92 X 10**̂



137.

thyl CaDroat*

HCI « .0693m: SaOH « .SS16S

35°

25°

Tim*8*08. Titre k„xlG^ Time
190*8. Titre î^xio^

a » _Æ478
300 5.82 14,4 300 5.83 14.5600 6.95 14.5 600 6.92 14.2900 7.81 14.6 800 7.75 14,51,500 8.95 14.5 1,200 8.42 14.41,300 9,40 14.7 1,500 8.96 14.52,340 9.99 14.7 1,760 9.43 15.1

, » * ,0488
600 5.32 5.35 1,800 6.88 4.892,520 7.49 4.68 2,700 7.68 4.753,070 7.98 4.78 3,750 8,44 4.763,850 3.50 4,75 , 4,510 8.92 4.854,620 8.93 4.75 5,460 9.36 4.835,760 9.47 4.80 6.350 9.72 4,87

.0492
4.380 6,92 2,03 2,820 6.16 2.157,200 8.01 2,08 5,160 7.28 2.109,270 8.60 2.07 9,320 8.59 2.0611,340 9.03 2.07 11,190 9.02 2.0614,530 9,66 2.08 12,490 9.26 2,0415,960 9.90 2.10 13,980 9.60 2.10

^2(50)
^2(35)
^2(25)

X»
»
w

14.5 X 10")
4.81 X 10*^
2,08 X 10*“3



Etkvl laqyalarata

138.

HCI » .05 £9

500

35o

25o

Time
* Titre k2Xlo3 Tim®0®O®. Titre kgXloS

a w ,0500
2,465 6.69 3.44 2,040 6.32 3.443,660 7,50 3.37 3,300 7.31 3.434,980 8.24 3.39 4,990 8.20 3.327,260 9.07 3.20 5,970 8.66 3.368,940 9.59 3.31 7,390 9.13 3.3110,830 10,02 3.30 9,210 9.69 3.36

a « ,0532 « .0541
3,000 4.68 1.07 7,420 , 6.10 1.0410,950 7.09 1.04 10,970 7.03 1,0414,460 7.75 1.03 15.070 7.81 1.0317,340 8.18 1.02 22,080 8.72 1.01
21*300 8,68 1.01 28,000 9.35 1.01
24,480 9.04 1.01

a , “
49,500 8.59 ,426 49,380 8.53 .426
55,080 ■ 8.91 .433 54,900 3.90 .43362,640 9.21 .423 62,980 9.23 .432
70,980 9.51 .426 70,900 9.50 .424
73,720 9,74 .423 73,660 9.72 .416
85,200 9.91 .420 135,560 9.90 .416

^2(50)
kg(35)
^2(25)

«S
san

3.34 X 10“  ̂
1,02 X 10*3
,427 X 10“^



139

S''t.toX Heptoa-tg 

HOI » .07iaHi y&OH » .05158

500

35

250

Time8**8, Titre kjj*103 Time
8*08. Titre kgXlo3

_______a «
420 6,40 12.9 420 6.42 12.8720 7.40 12. i 720 7.39 12,81,030 8.25 12.7 1,090 8.29 12.91,355 8.02 12,9 1,340 8.78 12.31,660 9.26 12.6 1,680 9.30 12.8

2,550 10,22 12.5 2*100 9.30 12.6

■ a . *0492
X

1,440 6,54 4.11 1,520 6,65 4.192,540 7.53 4.03 2,640 7.68 4.053,490 8,30 4.06 3,530 8,38 4.084,210 8.71 4.00 4,320 3.01 4.075,380 9.30 4.01 5,440 9.35 4.056,390 9.93 4.Q2 6,720 9.88 4.10

a at ,0500
3,200 6,40 1.80 3,360 6,48 1.804,830 7.16 1,80 4,900 7.20 1.806,690 7,85 1,78 6,700 7.87 1.778,580 8.43 1.70 8,670 8.50 1.81
10,030 8.96 . 1.76 11,130 9.02 1.7515,230 9.70 1.70 15,310 3,80 1,76

^2(50)
kg(35)
kg(25)

» . 12,7 X 10"^ 
= 4,06 X 10*3
» 1.79 X 10-3



140

50°

35°

25°

::

Ethyl Octeate

Timeaeoe.

RCl a •0705MI faOH « .05151

Pitre kgXlO^Titr* kgXlO^ 

a «

Time , 8008.

. .0430 ...
300 5.76 13.6 900 7.65 13.0600 6.86 13.3 1,200 8.33 13.1900 7.70 13.3 1,500 8.88 13.31,200 8.40 13.3 1,800 9.30 13.21,500 a.93 13.6 2,100 9.70 13.21,800 9.37 13.6 2,400 9.99 13,3

a . ■ *.. ♦049,2.
770 5.56 4.63 335 5.67 4,672,370 7.30 4.25 1,505 . 6.50 4.343,210 3.00 4.27 2,425 7.35 4.253,870 3.43 4.29 3,245 3.05 4.344,360 8.98 4.30 4,925 9.03 4.336,470 9.67 3.80 6,155 9.57 4.35

3,360 6.33 1.79 3,600 5.46 1.857,560 7,98 1.80 7,720 3.10 1.869,480 8.55 1.84 9,640 a.60 1.8411,220 8,95 1.83 11,330 9.00 1.8513,380 9.40 1.86 13,480 9.44 1.8816,260 9.35 1.83 16,540 9.85 1.83

kg (50) 
^2(35) 
^2(25) “

»
13.3 X 10-3
4.30 % 10~3
l.SH X 10-3



Ethyl diethylaoetat*

141.

HOI » .0718Hi HaOH « .05

50o

35o'

25'

Tim®8808. Titre kgXlO^ 

a a

lime aeos.
Titre fcgXlÔ

.0521
60,'140 7.15 .155 60,780 7.11 ,15369,050 7.45 .157 69,060 7.33 .15177,700 7.SO .160 77,700 7.68 .15386,880 8.01 .156 36,820 7.09 .150145,080 9.30 .157 145,020 9.10 .145163,060 9.65 .153 173,700 9.58 .146

*0526
81,000 5.30 ,0430 81,000 5.31 .0433159,430 6.29 .0401 159,430 6.31 .0405245,880 7.21 ,0402 245,000 7.32 .0421490,680 8.87 .0394 490,680 3.97 .0410
611,280 9.54 ,0401 611,230 9.56 .0416679,680 9.70 .0416 679,680 9.90 .0428

a • . . 0531 _...
17,000 5.05 .0177 333,360 6.00 .0163513,000 6.63 .0155 534,160 6.99 .0156667,800 7.32 .0158 733,960 7.56 .0157822,600 7.00 .0156 893,760 8.03 .01571,037,000 8,40 .0154 1,158,000 8,70 .0158

1,260,000 8.33 .0153 1,331.000 9.65 .0158

^2(50)
*2(35)
^(23) U,

,154 X 10~3 
.0409 X 10“3 
.0157 X 10-3



HCl » .qtqsmi mon » .0515m

142.

IITb, 3!ltre kgxiÔ % o l  kgxio^

500 m

5,040 7.87 2.39 3,600 7.50 2.686,720 8.35 2.34 5,760 8,20 2,388,220 8.85 2.32 6,600 8.50 2.3712,000 9.78 2.36 9,120 9.24 2.3916,020 10.00 2.00 10,800 9.50 2.2913,080 9.94 2.30

35o

25o

& M 2 i
8,040 6.38 1.02 8,160 5,96 .96015,660 7.60 .730 16,140 7.67 .74318,540 3.00 .729 18,960 0,03 ' .740
21,600 8.35 .745 22,440 8,50 .73328,080 9.93 .731 28,800 9.00 .73235,100 9.26 .887 32,160 9.29 .961

a a „  .Mil______
51,130 8.30 ,306 13,200 6.23 .43156,160 3.53 ,308 26,320 6.92 .31663,660 8,86 .300 28,200 7.31 .31663,960 9.00 .301 35,580 7.70 .338134,760 10.29 .202 100,800 9.41 .305117,900 9.53 .261

kg(50)
^2(35)
k2(25)

m

ta

sa

2,36 X 10*^
.735 X 10-3 
.308 X 10-3



iatper:^ntal data for 
ba.a* eataïy<M»^ ~prototropy~ of ketoneg

Aeatopbefiona

143.

Timemine. Titre mil k Time
mina. Titra mil k

65° (Thloeulphate » 1.05 — } 65° (îbiosttlphate « .930 lô)

0
7»12'
17'

9.247.085.46
3.70

2.16 ,3233.73 .329 5.54 .340

06»12»18*

11.90
9.787.665.56

2.124.26
6,34

.328.330
,325

55° (îhloealphate » .930

018'30'
45'

9.46
6.985.243.00

2,48 .128 
4.22 .131 6.46 ,134

016*30'
47*

10.40
8.246.20
3.60

##
2.164.206,80

.126

.130

.134

■ 45° (mioenlphate » 1.05

030’60'
90»

10.208.82
7.265.66

mm mm 

1.38 .0480 
2,94 .05114.54 .0525

ü
32*40" 
81*30" 147* 30"

10.348.746.184,68
1.604.165.66

mm

,0510
.0531,0544

0
30'62.5'90*

7.405.964,232,86
1.443.124,54

.0500

.0524

.0530

k(65) “ .330
k(55) “ .131
k(45) .0520



144.

Propiopheaone
Timealno. Titre mil mil k

65° (Thiostilphate « ,930 |-)50
0
25*50’
85*

9.348,306,804,68
1.543.045.16

0 12.96 
,0572 30’ 11.16 .0565 65» 9.08 .0564 108’ 6.54

1.80
3.886.42

,0557
.0555.0553

}

55° U(Thloaulphate * ,930 ^ )

086’181’261’

10,968.366,765,00

mm

2.004.205.96

0 ■ 9,98 
.0226 94’ 8.04 .0225 162* 6.56 .0226 241’ 4.96

1.943.425.02
,0216.0220.0219

55° (Thlo, « 1.2C' 5ô)
0 9.60 
94’ 7.72 165* 6,12 241* 4.60

M»

1.883.485.00
.0210.0222
,02*9

45® (ThioBUlphate « ,930

0130»360’480*

10.60
9.047.526.48

1.563.034.12

0 10.68 
,00805 180* 9.14 .00795 360’ 7.54 .00790 430* 6.56

1.543.144.10
.00794.00310
,00793

k

(65)
(55)
(45)

« ,0567
.0219m

00799



145

Time
mine. Titre

1
mil

leobutyrophenone 

(Tbloetjlphate « .930
mil k

65°

0 10.40 mm 0 10.13
150’ 8.46 1.94 .0118 150* 8.24 1.94 .0118
300’ 7,56 3.94 .0122 300’ 6.32 3.86 .0120450’ 4.64 5.76 .0199 450’ 5.50 5.63 ,0117

55°

0 9.08 •4M» 0 9.64240’ 7.12 1,16 ,00449 240’ 8.52 1.12 .0043436C’ 7.36 1,72 .00445 360’ 7.92 1.72 .00444480* 6.76 2.32 .00454 480’ 7.36 2,28 .00442

45°

Û 14.00 a * 0 14.32 mm

340’ 12.60 1.40 .00154 840’ 12.90 1,42 ,001571,380’ 11,64 2.36 ,00152 1,380’ 11.88 2,44 .001632,280’ 10*20 3.80 .00156 2,200* 10.46 3.86 .00157

^(65)
^(55)
^(45)

ss

m

.00444

.00155



146.

laovBlero ghenone

Time
mine.

(Thioenlpbate » .930 5Ô)
Titre mil k Time Titre fall k

65°

070*
153’249*

8.90
7.14
5.202,96

1.763.70
5.94

.0233.0225.0221

a
65*
151*244*

9*08
7.445.40
3.22

1.643.63
5*86

.0232
,0227.0223

55°

0130*330*480*

11.16
9,508,166.84

mm

1,663.00
4.32

.00857.00345.00337

0180*
330*480*

11.00
9.328.006,62

1.682.984,38

mm

.00868
,00840.00848

450

0300*
480*
600*

12,76
11.7211.2010.76

1.041.562.00
.00322
.00302.00310

0
300*
430’606*

12.88
11,82
11.3011,90

mm

1.06
1,581.98

mm

.00328
,00306
,00303

^(65) m .0224
^(55) m *00849
^(45} m ,00305



n-Mtyro phenone

147.

S

Timealna.

(fhiosolphate » ,933
Titre mil k Time Titre mil k

65°

0
52'34'
127’

9.627.185.703.78
2.44
3.925.94

mm

.0439

.0436,0429

0
51*83*126*

9.927.50
5.964.04

2,423.965.88

mm

.0434

.0437.0442
,1 ............. ......  T

55°

0120’
187'243*

10,20
8.046,32
5.62

2.163.33
4.58

.0168

.0169

.0173

0120*
187*248*

10.027.66
6.545.42

mm

2.363.43
4.60

,0184.0174
.0173

45°

0180*300'420*

11.4410,22
9,448.66

1.222.002.78
,00632.00622.00618

0180*300*420*

11,4010,209.388,62

# #

1.202.022.78

mm

.00622.00628

.00618

^{65) m .0435
*=(55) & .0172
^(45) m , ,00624



148.

n*Valerophenone

Timemina. Titre
(Thlosulphate 

Fall k
» .922
Time
mins.

50^
Titre Fall k

65°

0 9.46 tm mm G 9.00
40» 7.14 2.32 .0512 40* 7.72 . 2.00 .047970* 5.34 3.62 .0476 70* 6.12 3.63 .0471100* 4.20 5.26 .0485 100* 4.54 5.25 .0485

55°

0 11.52 0 16.86 mm mm

119* 9.12 2.40 .0188 118* 14.32 2.54 .0198
224* 7.02 4.50 .0185 224* 12.30 4.56 .0188
294* 5.74 5.78 .0188 214' 10.00 6.86 .0190

45°

0 10.28 0 11.24 m»

239* 8.46 1.82 ,00702 237* 9.42 1.82 .00702
386* 7.36 2.92 .00698 385* 8.28 2.96 .00707480* 6,56 3.72 .00714 480* 7,60 3.64 .00700

*=(65)
k(55)
^(45)

se
«S
ai

.0479

.0188

.00704


